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Abstract. We prove a version of "factorisation', relating the space of sections of 
theta bundles on the moduli spaces of(parabolic, rank 2) vector bundles on curves 
of genus g and g - 1. 
I. Introduction 
la. Let X1 be a smooth projective irreducible curve over C of genus g. Let 
~ 1 = qlx, (d) be the moduli space of semistable vector bundles of rank 2 and degree 
d on X1. On q/x, we have a natural (ample) line bundle, defined up to algebraic 
equivalence, which generalises the line bundle on the jacobian of X1 defined by the 
Riemann theta divisor [D-N]. We call this the theta line bundle and denote it by 01. 
A section of 0] over q/x, may be called a generalised theta function of order k. 
We would like to study the space H~ by relating it to the space of 
generalised theta functions associated with a smooth curve of genus g - 1. Such 
a relationship has been suggested by conformal field theory under the name of 
"factorisation rule" or "glueing axiom". 
From the point of view of algebraic geometry it is natural to study this 
relationship by degenerating X1 into an irreducible curve X = Xo which is smooth 
except for a single node, so that the normalisation J~ of X is a smooth curve of 
genus g - 1. We can then consider the space of generalised theta functions on 
a suitable moduli space q/x associated to X and then seek to relate this space 
with a space of generalised theta function associated with the normalisation X. 
The space q/x is the moduli space of semistable torsion-free sheaves of rank 2 and 
degree d on X and it carries a natural theta line bundle 0. If moreover 
H 1 (O k) = H I(O k) = 0, one would have that dim H~ k) = dim Ho(o k). 
Let then X be an irreducible curve over C of genus g, smooth except for one 
node Xo. We denote by X the normalisation of X, ~ = 9 - 1 the genus of ~, and 
n: X~ X the canonical map. Let {xl,x2} be the inverse image of Xo in X. The 
factorisation rule is: 
H~ O k) ~ (~H~ 0,). 
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where/~ runs through a certain indexing set depending on k, q/}c is the moduli space 
of parabolic vector bundles (of rank 2 and degree d) on X with parabolic structures 
[M-S] at xl and Xz (with weights depending on #) and 0, is a line bundle on 
q/~c (the generalised theta bundle). 
It is clear that to carry through the induction on 9 one has to start with moduli 
spaces of parabolic torsion-free sheaves of rank 2 on a nodal curve X with 
parabolic structures at a finite number of smooth points and prove a factorisation 
rule for generalised theta functions on them, as well as a corresponding vanishing 
theorem for H 1. This is what is done in this paper. 
lb. Statement o f  the main theorem 
First, some preliminaries: 
(1) Let X be an irreducible curve of genus g, smooth but for one node x0. 
Choose a finite set {Yi}l of smooth points on X. Let )~ be the normalisation of X, 
n: )f--* X the canonical map, and n- l (Xo)= {x l ,x2} .  
(2) Fix integers d, k > 0, and also, for each i ~ f integers 0 < e~ < fli < k satisfy- 
ing the condition: dk + ~i (e i  + fli) is even. 
(3) Define "weights" {(ai,bi)}1 by ai = el/k, bi = fli/k. We construct in the 
Appendix A the moduli space ~ = ~ d, {(ai, bi)}1) of (s-equivalence lasses of) 
parabolic torsion-free sheaves of rank 2 and degree d on X, with parabolic struc- 
tures at the {Y~}I, semistable with respect o the weights {(al,b~)}1. The space 
q/~ =- q/(X, d, { (al, bi)}1) is constructed similarly. The definitions can be extended 
to the case when aq = bq for q ~ Q c I (w 
(4) For /t = (e, fl), 0 < e < fl < k, let 01l 3 be the moduli space of semistable 
parabolic bundles on ~" with parabolic structures at the {Y~}I and weights 
{(a~,b~)}t, and in addition, parabolic structures at xl and Xz, both of weight 
(a, b) = (a/k, f l/k ). 
(5) We will define (w up to algebraic equivalence, a natural ample line bundle 
0 = O(d,k,{(ai, bi)}t) on ~ Analogous bundles 0 u can be defined on the og] 
(Definition 5.5). 
We have then the 
Main theorem 
(A) We have a (noncanonical) isomorphism: 
H~ O) ~ @H~176 0u), 
# 
where # runs through the integers (e, fl), 0 <= e <= fl < k. 
(B) Assume g > 4. H 1 (allx, O) = O. 
The statement (A) is proved in w and (B) is a restatement of Theorem 7, 
lc, We give in this sub-section a proof of factorisation in the case of rank 1 
sheaves. There are few technical complications here, and the main ideas of the proof 
are best understood by studying this case. 
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If X, is a (flat) family of curves such that X0 = X, and the Xt, for t + 0 are 
smooth, there exists, for every integer d, a corresponding family ofjacobians jd, (of 
degree d line bundles) specialising to the compactified jacobian of X (which we 
denote by jd). The latter parametrises rank 1 torsion-free sheaves on X, and is 
a compactification f Jax, the moduli space of line bundles of degree d on X. In 
particular, consider j~- l .  This has a canonically defined ample line bundle on it 
- the theta bundle - which can be defined as Grothendieck's "determinant bundle 
of cohomology" [K-M] of any Poincar6 bundle on Xt x J~  ~. We shall from now 
on denote this bundle Or, and set 0o = 0. Given a vanishing theorem for 
HI( j~-1, ok), we can compute dim H~176 r , O k) for generic Xt by specialising to 
t=0.  
Giving a line bundle N on X is equivalent to giving one, say L, on X together 
with an isomorphism between L~, and L~. To such an isomorphism we can 
associate its graph, a one-dimensional subspace S of Lx,GL~, and in turn, the 
quotient Q by S, thought of as a point of the projective space of L~,~L~. This 
motivates the following well-known construction. Let J ]  denote the jacobian of 
degree d line bundles on X. Given a Poincar6 bundle s on X x J;~- ~, let P be the 
1 projective bundle on J ] -  associated to the vector bundle (with an obvious 
notation) ~,q)~.  We have on P the tautological exact sequence of bundles 
0--* 5 ~ ~ p* (54 '~,0)~)~ --* 0. Let ~,2~o denote the sheaf on X x P, got by 
taking the direct image of &o by ~ x I j ]  t, and pulling back the resulting sheaf rom 
X x J~x- 1. We can think of ~ as a sheaf on X x P supported on {x0} x P. There is 
an obvious homomorphism ~,~ --, _~ and we define JV" to be the kernel sheaf. Thus 
we have constructed a family of rank 1 torsion-free sheaves on X parametrised 
by P. 
There is therefore a morphism qS: P ~ J ] -  1 such that for any Pioncar6 sheaf 
JV" on X x J~  1 we have (Ix x ~b)*Jff = ~ up to tensoring by a line bundle from P: 
p ~ .~-I 
p~ 
~ -1  
One can, by functoriality of the determinant bundle [L, VI, w compute the 
pull-back of 0 to P. Here it is important that we are working with line bundles of 
Euler characteristic 0: 
qS*0 = p*(det Rnj),  5f)| (1.1) 
where we use the notation det Rnz, s l  for the determinant bundle of cohomology 
of a family d of sheaves on Z1 x Zz parametrised byZI (see lf.(2)). One can check 
that this is independent of the choice of ~ .  
Let @1,92 denote the two divisors in P given by ~x, and ~x2, respectively. It 
is a fact that ~b restricted to the complement of 91 w 92 is an isomorphism onto 
g 1 -o -  1 - . 9 Jx c J~ , and each of the 9 j  maps tsomorphtcally onto the smgular locus ~ of 
JR- ~. Also, 9=~ - 1 is seminormal (see w below for the definition) and this allows us to 
write the exact sequence of (gji ,-modules: 
0~ qS,6r( - 91 - 92)~ (9~i, --, g)~--, 0, 
which yields 
0-} H~ -- 9~ -- 92))--* H~ k) --} H~ (1.2) 
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We will argue below that the last map is a surjection. Note that H~ 
H~ Thus H~ k) is an extension: 
04 H~162 -- 91 -- 92)) ~ H~ --* H~ O. 
Now, each of the cohomology spaces on either side of the middle can be computed 
by taking direct images on J~-1. Standard arguments, using the expression (1.1) 
and also (9 (gj) = (9|162 1, yield: 
p,(~)*ok( - -  91  - -  92)  ) = (det Rz~jT, ~.~)k(~,,~xl~.~x2@p,,.~(k-2) 
= (det RTtj7, ..~)k@~,,~2Xl ,..~x2(~sk-2(~(.(.(~xl(~,x2 ) 
L /=O, . . . ,k - -2  
where S k- z denotes the (k - 2)th symmetric product. Similarly, 
(p [~,),qS*0 k = (det RnjT, d)k| 
# 1 We have thus found an expression H~ ~ 1 0 k) in terms of line bundles on J2  . 
We still need to show that the sequence (1.2) is exact on the right. For this 
it suffices to show that H~(r  For this observe that 
Rlp,(f)*ok( -- 91 -- 92)) = 0 and p,Ok( -- 91 -- 92)) is a direct sum of ample line 
bundles on J~-~. A similar argument shows that H ~(3=x -~ , 0 k) = 0. 
As a simple exercise let us compute the dimension of H~ ~ Choose 
Poincar6 bundle LP which is trivial on (say {Xl } x J~-  1. Then det Rn j i ,  ~a is in the 
algebraic equivalence class of theta, and the ~ are algebraically equivalent to the 
trivial bundle. Thus 
dimH~ -~,O k )=(k -  1)k ~+k ~=k g, 
as expected. 
Id. We describe briefly the main steps in the proof of the Main Theorem. 
When comparing bundles on a singular curve X and its normalisation ,~, we use 
a variant of a concept, due to Bhosle [B1], of a "generalised parabolic bundle on 
X with a generalised parabolic structure over the divisor {x~, x2 }". Such a bundle 
of rank 2 is given by a pair (E,Q) where E is a rank 2 vector bundle on ~" and 
Q a two-dimensional quotient of ExlOEx2. Given a generalised parabolic bundle 
(GPB from now on) one obtains a torsion-free sheaf F on X which fits into the 
exact sequence: 0~ F--,  n,E ~ xoQ--* 0, where ~oQ is the skyscraper sheaf on 
X with support Xo and fibre Q (it is easy to show that degree F = degree E). One 
can define the notion of a semistable GPB, and prove that F is a semistable 
torsion-free sheaf iff (E, Q) is a semistable GPB. All this goes through if there are 
additional parabolic structures at the {Yl}1. There is therefore a morphism 4: 
--'_ q/x, where N denotes a suitable moduli space of generalised parabolic bundles 
on X. We will study this morphism in w and see that it is in particular birational 
- in fact ~ is the normalisation of ~ (One has in fact to allow for torsion at the 
points xj so it is more appropriate to talk of generalised parabolic sheaves - this is 
done in the main body of the paper.) 
We will consider a certain locally universal family (parametrised by a variety 
~F) of rank 2 vector bundles E on X with degree E = d, and parabolic structures at 
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the {yl}l: ~//~ is a geometric invariant heory quotient of the semistable points o f~v 
with respect o the action of a suitable reductive group and a certain linearisation 
by a line bundle 0. Let p: ~'p~ ~tF denote the grassmannian bundle of two- 
dimensional quotients of E~I@E~2 (the reason for the notation will become clear 
later). Using the results of w (namely, "seminormality" of q/x,) we then (w 
characterise the subspace 
H~ = H~174 inv = H~174 inv, (1.3) 
where L is essentially the line bundle O(k) along the fibres of the grassmannian 
bundle, and {. }inv denotes a space ofinvariants for the group action. The computa- 
tion of p .L  amounts to the following problem when is easily solved. Let Gr be the 
grassmannian of 2 dimensional subspaces of C 4, m a positive integer: decompose 
the representation f GL(4, C) on H~ O(m)) into irreducible representations of 
GL(2) • GL(2) c GL(4). The decomposition (A) follows from this. (Note that the 
(1.3) refers to invariant sections on all o f~r  and not just on the open subscheme of 
semistable points - this is because of Lemma 4.15 below.) 
We turn next to the vanishing theorem for H ~. The map ~b: ~--* ah'~ is finite; 
and we will see that it suffices to prove the vanishing of H 1 for 0~ pulled back 
to ~ and restricted to a "fixed determinant subvariety" ~L ~ ~, L e jd .  We will 
denote this pull-back bundle by 0~. We consider a new set of data (d, k, ~i, ~) such 
that ~: = k + 4, and ~ - ~ = fl - c~ + 2. Let ~ denote_the corresponding moduli 
space of GPS's, we show that H ~ (9 ~, 0~) = H a (~, 0~| where 0~ is an ample line 
bundle on ~ and ~ is the dualising sheaf of ~.  (This would be the case, for example, 
if there is a common open set ~0 in both ~ and ~ such that the complement of~o 
in each of them is of high codimension and such that 0~l~, = 0~| Actually, 
we give a slightly different proof.) A Kodaira-type vanishing theorem for 0~| 
now yields the desired vanishing theorem (w 
We introduce the moduli spaces of parabolic vector bundles and define the 
theta bundle in w In Appendices A and B we give a Geometric Invariant Theory 
construction of the moduli spaces of interest. The construction of moduli Simpson 
[Si]. The same method is used to construct he moduli space of generalised 
parabolic sheaves. 
We prove in w that ~x is seminormal and in Appendix C that ~ is 
normal and has rational singularities. These properties are essentially used in the 
proof. 
le. In a subsequent work we will remove the restriction on genus in the statement 
of the Main Theorem (B). The results of this paper can then be used to give a proof 
of the "Verlinde Formula" for the dimension of generalised theta functions on the 
moduli space of (parabolic) bundles. 
It should be mentioned that a factorisation rule for "conformal blocks", defined 
via representations of affine Lie algebras, has been proved in[T-U-Y]. 
lf. Notation 
(1) We will let det Rnzl d denote the determinant bundle of a flat family d of 
sheaves parameterised by Z1. A convenient reference for the determinant bundle of 
a family is [L] - our definition of the determinant bundle is, however, the inverse of the 
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one used there. For example, if Z2 is a projective curve, s r  coherent sheaf on 
Z~ • Z2 fiat over Z1, and x e Z1, we have 
{det Rrcz,d}x = {det H~ dx)} -  l |  H'(Z2,  dx)}.  
(2) Unless otherwise mentioned, X will denote an irreducible curve of genus 9, 
with one node Xo, {Yi}1 a finite set of smooth points on X, and y yet another 
smooth point. Let X be the normalisation of X, n: X ~ X the canonical map, and 
~-'(Xo) = {x,, x2}. 
(3) We shall fix an integer d, the degree, another integer k > 0, and also, for 
each i e I integers 0 < e~ </3 i < k. We define n = d + 2(1 - q) and let I denote the 
number determined by 
nk = 2ki l l  + 2l - ~'(cq +/~i)- (1.4) 
i 
We shall assume that the data are such that 1 is an inteyer, i.e. that dk + ~i(~i + ~i) 
is even. Let ai = c~i/k, b~ = ~/k,  and set co = {(a~,bi)}t. Finally, let t~ = n + 2, 
T=l+k.  
(4) At a point x e X we let (qx denote the local ring and dr the maximal ideal. 
Given a coherent sheaf F on X, we mean by F~ the vector space F| The 
slight ambiguity of notation should not cause confusion. We let T or F denote the 
torsion subsheaf of F. By the degree of a torsion sheaf r on X we mean 
dim H o (X, z). We let h ~ (F) -= dim H ~(F). 
(5) Given a vector space W we mean by ~W the "skyscraper sheaf" supported at 
the reduced point x, with fibre W. Note W = H~ We will often write simply 
W when we mean xW. 
(6) G IT  is short for "geometric invariant theory". The GIT  quotient of a 
G-variety Vis denoted by V//G. By a scheme we mean a (separated) scheme of finite 
type over C. By a variety we mean a reduced scheme, which will be assumed 
irreducible unless otherwise mentioned. 
2. The theta bundles 
It will be clear that the results of this section continue to be valid if the number of 
nodes of X is any nonneqative integer as long as X is irreducible. 
2a. Parabolic sheaves 
Let F be a torsion-free sheaf of rank 2 and degree d on X - clearly such a sheaf is 
a vector bundle outside the node Xo. 
Definition 2.1a. By a quasi-parabolic structure on F at a smooth point x e X we 
mean a choice of a one-dimensional quotient Fx--, Q ~ 0 of the fibre of F at the 
point x. If in addition real numbers ("weights") 0 < a < b < 1 are given, this is 
a parabolic structure. 
We shall consider sheaves with parabolic structures at the points {y~}l; the 
weights will be o9 = {(al, b~)}x and shall denote by Qi the quotient at the point y~. 
Such a sheaf will be called a "parabolic sheaf". The parabolic degree of a parabolic 
sheaf F is by definition par degree F = d + ~/(a i  + bi); given a rank one subsheaf 
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L c F such that F/L is torsion-free, its parabolic degree is by definition par 
degree L = degree L + ~n oal + ~R bi where R - R(L) ~ I is the subset where 
Ly, ~ ker(Fy, ~ Qi) and R ~ ~ W(L)  its complement. (We shall usually write simply 
R when we mean R(L) etc.) 
Note that equation (1.4) can be rewritten: 
par degree F = 2(111 + I/k - 1 + g), (2.1) 
where the parabolic degree is defined with respect o the weights co. 
Definition 2.lb. A parabolic sheaf F is said to be stable (respectively, semistable) 
with respect o the weights {(a~,bg)}~ if for every such subsheaf L we have par 
degree L < I~p -< 189 (par degree F) - in other words, if 
2degreeL < d + ~ (bi - ai) - ~ (bi - ai). (2.2) 
I resp < ) R" R 
By a family of rank 2 parabolic sheaves parametrised by a variety T one means 
a sheaf ~r  on X x T, flat over T, and torsion-free (with rank 2 and degree d) on 
X x {t} for every point t e T, together with, for each Yi, a quotient line bundle 
~r,i of ~rl~y,~ • The following theorem is proved in Appendix A. 
Theorem XI. There exists a (coarse) moduli space ql~(X, d, co) of stable parabolic 
sheaves F. We have an open immersion qls(X, d, e))~ql(X,d,  co) where ql(X, d, co) 
denotes the space of s-equivalence classes of semistable parabolic sheaves. The latter 
is a projective variety. I f  X is smooth, then ql is normal, with rational singularities. 
We will set q/x = ~ d, co) and q/}r = q/~(X, d, co). 
Remark 2.2. If M is a fixed line bundle on X, F ~-* F |  takes (semi)stable sheaves 
to (semi)stable sheaves, and also preserves s-equivalence. 
We begin by outlining the construction of the moduli space q/(X, d, co) (see 
Appendix A for details). Take d to be large; let Q denote the Quot scheme of 
coherent sheaves (of degree d and rank 2) over X which are quotients of (9", where 
n = d + 2(1 - 9)- Thus there is on X x Q a sheaf o~ o, flat over Q, and an exact 
sequence (9" & o~O--. 0. Let ~-y, be the sheaf on Q given by restricting ~-Q to 
{y~} x Q, and let Flag(1,2) (o~y,) be the relative flag scheme of locally-free quotients 
of ~-y, of rank (1,2) lEG A-I, 9.9.2]. Let N' be the fibre product over 
.~ = x oFlagmz)(o~y,) 
i e l  
Let N 's (respectively, Nss) denote the open subscheme of ~ corresponding to
stable (respectively, semistable) parabolic sheaves uch that H~ is an isomor- 
phism. The variety q/(X, d, co) is the "good quotient" [S1, Definitions 1.5, 1,6] of 
~s  by the action of SL(n) which, in fact, acts through PSL(n). We will denote by 
the projection ~ss ._. ~'x. 
Choose an ample line bundle of degree 1 on X, denoted by (9(1) from now on. 
For large enough m we have a SL(n)-equivariant embedding N~ G where 
G - Grasse~m)(C"| W) x x {Grass2(C") x Grassl(C")}, 
i 
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P(m) = n + 2m, and W = H~ (9(m)). Each factor on the right has a canonical 
ample generator of the Picard group. We give G the polarisation (using the obvious 
notation): 
l 
- -  x x { (k  - f l i ) , ( f l i  - ct i )}  (2 .3 )  
m / 
and take on ~ the induced polarisation. We show that the set of semistable points 
for the SL(n) action on 5~ is precisely ~-  ~ is reduced and irreducible and ~ x is 
its GIT quotient. (The above polarisation is in general only rational since I/m need 
not be an integer; we will see, however, that on ~"  it is indeed given by a line 
bundle.) 
2b. The theta bundle 
The following Theorem characterises the theta bundle. 
Theorem 1. (A) There is a unique line bundle 0~ = O(d,k,%fli) on qlx such that 
9iven any family of semistable parabolic sheaves parametrised by a variety T, we have 
9 *0~ = 0~ where 
0~ - (det RTZT~T)k| | { (.~r,,)a'- ~' | (det (~T)r,)k - a,} | (det (J~T)r) t (2.4) 
i 
and (I) T is the induced map T~ ~ 
(B) The bundle 0~ is ample. 
Proof of Theorem I(A). We claim that 0~., descends to q/x. To see this we use 
a result of Kempf [D-N] (Lemma 2.3 below). 
The bundle O~,s is a PGL(n) bundle: given 2 e C*, its action on the fibre of Oz,,, 
at Fis given by the character 2 ~ 2 - kn + Zt + Z,(~, - ~,) + Z Z,(k -/~,) = 2o where we have 
used equation (1.4). 
We apply Lemma 2.3 to our situation, taking G = PGL(n). We first check the 
condition (,) of Lemma 2.3 for a stable point F. By an analogue of IN, Theorem 
5.3(iv)] and [$2, Proposition 9(d)], the stabiliser of the GL(n)-action at such a point 
is just the centre C* c GL(n), and the stabiliser of the PGL(n) action therefore 
trivial. 
We turn next to a semistable point F such that the orbit through F is closed. 
At such a point F = Lx~L2 where the Li are rank one torsion-free sheaves, 
with 
par degree Li = 89 degree F) (2.5) 
Consider first the case when the (parabolic) line bundles L 1 and L2 are not 
isomorphic (this is necessarily the case when I II > 0). Up to PGL(n) action we can 
write (~" = 0"'~)(9 "2 with (~"'~ H~ The parabolic structure of F at the Yi is 
such that either 
(1) (L1)r, ~ 0 in Qi, in which case the weights assigned to (L1)~. and (L2)y, are bi 
and a~ respectively (we let R1 c I denote the set of such i), or 
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(2) (L2)y '1---+ 0 in Q~, in which case the weights assigned to (L~)y, and (L~)~,, are a~ 
and b~ respectively (we let R 2 ~ I denote the set of such i). 
(Note that R1c~R2=O, R~wR2=I ,  par degreeL l=degreeL l+~R,  b i+ 
ZR~a~ and par degreeL2 = degreeL2 + ~R~bi + ~R, ai.) Then by [$2, 
Proposition 25(ii)] the isotropy at F of the GL(n)-action is 
C* x C* = GL(nl) x GL(n2). Given (21,22) e C* x C* its action on the fibre of 
0.~.. at F is given by 
,~lk(pardegreel.I)-k(1-q)+l+klllx~2k(pardegreeLz) k(I--q)+l+k]l[ 
= ~o ~o, 
where we have used equations (2.1) and (2.5). 
If II[ = 0 and the line bundles Lj are isomorphic the isotropy subgroup for the 
PGL(n)-action is PGL(2) which has no nontrivial characters so again we are done. 
This finishes the proof of the claim. 
Arguments imilar to those in [D-N, w show that the line bundle 0e~, defined 
as the "descendant" of0~,.~ to ~x, has the universal properties asserted in Theorem 
I(A). [] 
Lemma 2.3. (Theorem 2.3 of [D-N]). Let V be a variety with a G-action, where G is 
a reductive algebraic group. Suppose a good quotient n: V~ V//G exists. Let E be 
a G-vector bundle on V. Then E descends to V//G iff the following condition holds: 
(.) For every point y such that the oribit Gy is closed, the stabiliser of y acts 
trivially on Ey. 
Remark 2.4. If there exist semistable parabolic bundles which are not parabolic 
stable, and ]11 > 0, then for i E I 
~i _~2 ~",i | (det ( ,~ ,@) -  1 
is a PSL(n) line bundle which does not satisfy the condition (,) of Lemma 2.3 at 
points with nontrivial isotropy. From this it follows that if [I] > 0, the genus g is 
large enough, and there exist semistable parabolic bundles which are not parabolic 
stable, then the moduli space ofsemistable bundles is not tocalJyfactoriat. To see 
this note that the restriction of 50i to ~,s, which we denote by 5~ clearly descends 
to a line bundle 50~ on q/~r; if q/x were locally factorial 50~ wouldextend to ~ as 
a line bundle 50~, and its pull-back to ~ss, which we denote by 50~, would be an 
extension of 507 which does indeed satisfy (.). For large enough g codimensions are 
high and all the above extensions would be unique, so that 50'i = 50~ (as line 
bundles with PSL(n)-action). This yields a contradiction. (cf. [D-N, w 
Remark 2.5. (a) Note that i f~ ,  = ~r  | ~V" and ~tT, i = ~T,i |  with JV" a line 
bundle on T, we have, by Eq. (1.4) and elementary properties of the determinant 
bundle of family, a canonical isomorphism 0~, ~ 0~. 
(h) When a Poincar6 sheaf exists, formula (2.4) can be used to define 0~x. 
(c) Different choices of y give algebraically equivalent bundles. We sketch the 
proof: Let X r~g denote the smooth points of X, and consider the quotient 
~ • X ~g ~ q/x X ~g. This is a good quotient by Lemma 2.6 below. Lemma 2.3, 
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applied to a suitable line bundle on NP ~ x X '*g, yields, as in the proof of Theorem 
I(A), a line bundle on q/x  X ~*g that gives the desired algebraic equivalence. 
(d) Similarly, given integers vl such that 0 < e~+ v~< fl~+ v~< k, 
all(X, d, co) = oil(X, d, al + vl/k, bi + vi/k), and O(d, k, ei, fli) is algebraically equivalent 
to O(d,k,o: i + vi,fli + vi). 
(e) For mEZ,  F~--~F| gives an isomorphism of ql(X,d,o)) and 
~ +_ 2,co), such that O(d +__ 2,k,~i,fli) pulls back to O(d,k,c~,fl~). Note that 
l~--*l++_k. 
(f) Suppose 1I[ = 0. Then Eq. (2.4) becomes: 0s~-  (det Rzro~r)k| 
| (det(o~r)r)~"k where n is the Euler characteristic ofo~,, for t e T. Note that when 
d is odd we have to take k even. If X is smooth the results of [D-N] show that the 
bundles O(d, 1) (when d is even) and 0(d,2) (when d is odd) are ample and in fact 
generate the Picard group of the moduli space of bundles with fixed determinant. 
(The first case is immediate; when d is odd one has to deform the bundle F of [D-N, 
p. 55] to the bundle (9 @ (9( - ny).) 
Lemma 2.6. SupposeV~ V//G is a 9ood quotient and T is any variety with trivial 
G-action. Then Vx  T~ V//G x T is a good quotient. 
Proof. By IN, Proposition 3.10(b)] we can assume T and V are affine. The result 
then follows from the fact ([M-F, Theorem 1.1]) that V--, V//G is a universal 
categorical quotient (when the base field has characteristic zero.) [] 
Proof of Theorem I(B). We will show that 0ex is the descendant of the ample line 
bundle (A.4) on ~ used to linearise the action of SL(n) (cf. [D, the proof of 
Proposition 5.4]) if the line bundle (9(1) on X is chosen to be (9(y). 
Note that the construction of Appendix A requires that for every semistable 
point the map C" ~ H~ is an isomorphism. This implies that on ~/s~ we have (we 
will drop the suffix specifying the parameter space, which will be N~ below) 
0~ = (det (9")-* | | {.~,~'- ~' | (det o~y,) k - t~,} | (det ~-y)t. 
On the other hand one can compute the restriction of the polarisation (A.4) to ~ss; 
this is 
0s, = (det Rne,, o~ (my))*/m | | {.~{~, ~, | (det fly,)k - ~,}. 
i 
Using natural isomorphisms we see that this equals 0~, upto tensoring by a power 
of the trivial line-bundle det (9 n. 
Now, some multiple of the polarisation (A.4) descends as an ample line bundle 
by general properties of GIT quotients. Thus some multiple of 0ex is ample, and 
hence 0ex itself. [] 
2c. Parabolic weights 
We have required 0 < c~ < fll < k so far, but the construction i  Appendix A calls 
for 0 < c~i < fl~ < k. Also, in the statement of the decomposition theorems below we 
will need to consider the case 0 < c~i < fli < k. We extend the range allowed in the 
Appendix (0 < cq < fli < k) to cover also 0 < ~i < fll < k as follows. 
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Suppose aq -- flq for q ~ Q ~ I. Denote by qP(X, d, co) to moduli space of stable 
parabolic sheaves with parabolic structures at {y~}~,o, and parabolic weights 
{(ai, bi))r~a. A similar convention holds for q/(X, d, co). 
(2) Secondly if fli < kVi we define ct* = 1, fl* = fli + 1 whenever ~i = 0. The 
corresponding change in weights does not alter the notion of (semi)stability, on the 
other hand it conforms to the convention used in the Appendix. 
We need to be sure that the results above the theta bundle and its ampleness are 
unaffected by these redefinitions. This is true because of the following. 
Remark 2.7. Suppose given smooth points Zq indexed by q ~ Q, and integers lq, for 
q e Q. Let O(d,k,~i, fi~,zq,lq) be the line bundle given by the construction of 
Theorem I(A), with (det (~-r)y) l replaced by | (det(~-r)~j" | (det(~r)y) l+ i0 
where ~q ~ Q lq = - 10. (It is easy to check that the descent conditions are satisfied 
with this change.) It is clear (as in 2.5(c)) that these line bundles are all algebraically 
equivalent to O(d,k,~,fl~). Moreover, these line bundles are also ample, because 
they correspond to a different choice of the line bundle (9(1) on the curve, the new 
choice being such that (9(l) = ( f f (ZqeQlqZq -.}- (l -.}.- lo)y). 
3. Seminormality of q/x 
3a. Torsion:free sheaves on a nodal curve 
Note that a torsion-free sheaf F on X is actually free outside Xo, since dim X = 1. 
Also, if rank F = 2 and if F is not locally-free at Xo, we have [$2, p. 164], 
either F | (gxo ~ (gxo 0) ~xoOr F | (gx o ~ Jkfxo ~) JC'xo. (We denote by J/gx the 
maximal ideal at a point x.) This yields a decomposition of the space ~s :  
l~ss = '~0 k.) '~1 k.J '~2 where 
Notation 3.1. ~ ,  consists of semistable quotients (9" ~ F-~ 0 satisfying 
F|  o = a(gxo G (2 - a) J/xo. (3.1) 
By semicontinuity Ub~b is closed in ~s.  We will let ~ denote the set 
~)h ~ ~b,and ~/~' the set ~o, each endowed with its reduced structure. The sub- 
schemes ~/U and ~/~' are SL(n)-invariant, and yield (by Lemma 4.14) closed reduced 
subschemes of ~/x, which we denote by ~/U and ~q/" respectively. Note that the ~,  
are not necessarily saturated sets for the quotient map, for the condition (3.1) need 
not be preserved by s-equivalence (see the 'Remarque' on p. 172 of [$2]). 
We will prove that the spaces q/x and ~ are seminormal. This is a local 
property of a variety V, which implies in particular that any (algebraic) function on 
the normalisation V that is constant on the fibres descends to an algebraic function 
on V. The method of the proof is to show that the variety ~,  of which q/x is a GIT 
quoteint, is seminormal. A general property of GIT quotients then yields the 
desired result. The seminormality of~/'~ in turn is proved using Seshadri's descrip- 
tion of its local structure. A similar proof works for ~W. 
We summarise Seshadri's description i  the following theorem. First we make 
a preliminary. 
Definition 3.2. Given a scheme Z and closed subschemes Z2~Z~Z,  we say 
that an analytical model at p ~ Z2 is given by schemes Z'2~Z' I  ~Z '  (with (Z'I 
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and Z~ closed) and a point q in Z~ if for some r and some s, we have a 
diagram 
(~) . [ [u~ . . . . .  u . ] ] ,  (~z,)~[[u~ . . . . .  u . ] ] ,  (~z).E[u, . . . . .  u~]] 
~~ ~~ ~~ 
(~z , ) . [ [v~ . . . . .  v~]] ,  (6~, ) . [ [v ,  . . . . .  v~]],  (~ , ) . [ [v~ . . . . .  v . ] ]  
Theorem 2. (1) ~12 is a smooth variety. 
(2) Let p~la \~o.  The analytical local model for ~1~ s~ at p is 
Spec A/(u, v) ~ Spec A where A = C [u, v]/(uv). 
(3) Let X = (Xu) and Y= (Ylm) be 2x2 matrices of indeterminates. Let 
A = C IX, Y]/I, I = ((X Y)u, (YX)~m). J = (Yl,,, det X) c~ (Xu, det Y). Let p ~ ~r 
An analytical local model for ~ IU '~CU~ ss at 1) is SpecA/ (X ,Y )~ 
Spec A/J ~ Spec A. 
Proof This theorem follows from the results of [$2, Huiti~me Partie, II I] and 
properties of smooth morphisms (see w [] 
The following lemma is implicit in [B1]. 
Lemma 3.3. Let E' be a rank 2 (semi)stable parabolic bundle on X, of degree d - 2. 
Then its direct image F = n. E' is a (semi)stable parabolic sheaf of degree d on X, 
such that F | (Pxo ~ ~xo | J'{~o" We have E' = n*F/(T or n'F). 
Proof That E' ~-*F =- n.E', F ~ E - n*F/(Tor n'F) gives a bijection between the 
set of isomorphism classes of rank 2 bundles E' on X with degree d - 2 and 
torsion-free sheaves F on X with degree d and F | ~)xo ~ dr ~ "///~o is clear from 
[$2, Septi6me Partie, Proposition 10] (see also the proof of Lemma 4.6(4).) 
We check that the (semi)stability of E' implies that of F: Let L be a torsion-free 
rank 1 quotient of F. One checks that L | (P~o ~ J{~o. As in the last paragraph, we 
have L= n.L', with L '= n*L/(T or n'L)  locally-free and degree L '= 
degree L -  1. One checks that L' is a quotient of E' and this gives par degree 
L '> u~p. >),par degree E' and rewriting we get par degree L > u~p >)~par de- 
gree F. The converse is similarly verified. [] 
3b. Seminormality 
All rings considered in this section will be noetherian, with characteristic zero. The 
basic references are IT] and [Sw]. We recall from [Sw]: 
Definition 3.4. An extension A ~ B of reduced rings is subintegral if
(1) B is integral over A 
(2) Spec B --* Spec A is a bijection 
(3) Vga ~ Spec B, kazoo ~ k~ is an isomorphism, where kr = B~/gaB~ 
Definition 3.5. If A ~B, both rings reduced, we say A is seminormal in B if there is 
no extension A ~ C ~ B with C 4= A and A ~ C subintegral. We say A is seminormal 
if it is seminormal in its total ring of quotients. 
We will use the following characterisation of seminormal rings ([Sw, 
Corollary 3.2]): 
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Proposition 3.6. A reduced ring A is seminormal if Vb, c ~ A with b 3 = C 2 there is 
a unique a ~ A with b = a 2 and c = a 3. 
Remark. The uniqueness of a depends only on the fact that A is reduced, 
and can be seen as follows. Given ai, i e  {1,2} such that b = ai 2 and c = a 3 we 
compute 
(al -- a2) 3 = 3ala2(al -- a2) 
= 3/4{(al + a2) z -- (al -- a2)2} (al -- a2) 
= -- 3/4 x (aa -- a2) 3, 
where we use a 3 - a2 3 = 0, and(a1 + a2)2(al - a2) = (al + a2)(a~ - a 2) = 0. This 
shows, since A is reduced, that al = a2. 
Recall that given a variety V, with normal isat ion a: V~ V, the conductor cg is 
the 0v-ideal defined as the annihi lator of D, with D being defined by the exact 
sequence of sheaves on V: 0 ~ (gv ~ t r . (g r~ D ~ 0. In fact cg is a d)~-ideal as well, 
and the biggest such. Also, the variety defined by cg is the non-normal  locus W in 
V [B, Chapter  5, w 1.5, Corrol lary 5]. Let I?V be the set-theoretic nverse image of 
Win  V. 
We have then 
Lemma 3.7. I f  V is seminormal, then c~ is the ideal of functions vanishin9 on ffV. 
Proof. Immediate from [T, Lemma 1.3]. [ ]  
Given a local ring A, le t / i  denote its complet ion w.r.t, the maximal ideal. 
Lemma 3.8. Let V be an variety. Assume that Vp ~ V, [gp[[ul . . . . .  u , ] ]  is semi- 
normal for some n. Then V is seminormal. 
Proof It is enough [Sw, Theorem 1] to prove A[ul  . . . . .  u,]  is seminormal 
(where A denotes, as before, the ring of functions on V) and further, by [Sw, 
Proposit ion 4.7] that A[ul  . . . .  , u,], localised at any maximal ideal is of the form 
3~p + (ul - al . . . . .  u. - a,), where Jp  is the ideal of functions vanishing at p c V, 
and ai ~ C. We can, without loss of generality, assume ai = 0. The localisation of 
A at such a maximal  ideal is (@[Ul . . . . .  u , ] ) j ,+t  . . . . . . .  ) and its completion, by 
[A-M, Exercise 10.5], is (gp[[ul . . . .  , u . ] ] .  The result now follows from the next 
lemma. []  
Lemma 3.9. LetA be a local domain, A its completion w.r.t, the maximal ideal. Then 
if ~1 is seminormal so is A 
Proof: Let b,c ~ A such that  b 3 = C 2 (one can assume these are nonzero). Then 
3~ ~ A such that (~3 = c, t~ 2 = b. Thus ~ib = c e ,zi, which implies, by faithful flatness, 
that 3a  cA  such that ab = c eA .  One now computes: b2(a 2 -  b )= c z -  c2= 0 
which yields b = a 2, c = a 3. The uniqueness of a is clear. [ ]  
Lemma 3.10. Let X = (Xij) and Y = (Yt,,) be 2 • 2 matrices ofindeterminates. Let 
A --- C [X ,  Y]/ I ,  I = ((X Y)ij, (YX)t,,). Then A is seminormal. 
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Proof We follow [-$2, Theorem 30], where the proof, due to Cowsik, that A is 
reduced is given. One finds I = fox c~ fo2 c~ go 3 where fol = (Xifl, fo2 = (Y~m), and 
fo3 = (I, det X, det Y), and one checks that these are prime ideals. We claim now 
that 
(1) fol c~ fo2 is radical, and 
(2) go1 c~ re2 + fo3 is radical 
Granting this claim, Lemma 3.11 (below) finishes the proof.. 
We turn now to the claim. That ga~ c~ fo2 is radical is clear. On the other hand 
we now show folt '3foz-l-~o3=JlcsJ2 where J t=(X~j ,  detY )  and J2 = 
(Y~m, det X). 
That fo~ c~ go2 + foa c JJ c~J2 is clear. Consider now an element in J1 ~J2: 
= ~a~jX, j  + bdet Y= ~ c,j Y~j + ddet X. We write a = {~a~jX~j - ddet X} + 
{d det X + b det Y}. The second term is in fo3, and the first term, which can also be 
written ~c~j Y~j - bdet Y, is in fol c~ go2. It remains to remark that J~ and J2 are 
prime - this is because (det X) is. [] 
Lemma 3.11. Let 11 and I2 be two radical ideals in a ring A such that I1 + 12 is 
radical. Then if A/Ii is seminormaljbr i = 1,2 then so is A/(11 c~ Iz). 
Proof ([K-P, Lemma on p. 587]). Let b,c ~ A/(I1 c~ I2) such that b z = c 3. Then 
3ai~A/ I i ,  i = 1,2 such that b = a~, c = ai z in A/li. 
On the other hand, by the Remark following Proposition 3.6, we have 
al - a2 = 0 in A/(Ix + 12) (since A/(I1 + I2) is reduced). From the exact sequence of 
A-modules 
0 --* A/It c~ lz ~ A/I1 G A/12 ~ A/(II + I2) ~ O, 
we see that in fact there exists an a in A/I1 c~ 12 as required. [] 
Lemma 3.12. Let A be as in the statement of Lemma 3.10, J,r the maximal ideal 
( X i j, Ylm), A the completion of A ~ w.r.t. ~ A ~. Then A[[u l  . . . . .  u , ] ]  is seminormal 
for any n. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.10 goes through almost word for word. The only- 
point to note is by [Z, Theorem 2] that the ideals fo3 and (det X) remain prime 
under completion, since each defines a normal variety. (That det X defines a normal 
variety is well-known; fo3, in Cowsik's description, defines the cone over 
P1 x P1 x P1, embedded in the complete linear system of (9(t) | (9(1) | (9(1) where 
each (9(1) comes from one of the factors. The projective normality of P1 x Pt x P1 is 
clear, yielding normality of the cone.) [] 
By Theorem X1 of Appendix A, q/x is a variety. We can now prove (the notation 
of w is used below). 
Theorem 3. qlx is seminormal. 
Proof By Lemma 3.13 below it suffices to show that N~ is seminormal. We now 
use Theorem 2. The points in ~2 are smooth and hence the local rings are 
seminormal. Using the Theorem 2, Lemma 3.8 and 3.12 we see that the local rings 
at points of 9tl and ~o are seminormal as well. The Theorem now follows by [Sw, 
Proposition 3.7]. [] 
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Lemma 3.13. A G IT  quotient o f  a seminormal variety is seminormal 
Proof  The result to be proved is: Given a seminormal domain A with a G-action, 
the ring of invariants (denoted A G below) is seminormal. One needs to show that if 
a e A, with a 2 and a 3 in A c', then a 6 A a. One can assume a 4: 0, for if a = 0 the 
result is trivially true. For any g c G, (a - ag)(a + ag) = a 2 - a 2 = a a - (aZ)o = O, 
which yields a = +_ a o. On the other hand a 3 = a~ which rules out a = - ag. [] 
By Proposition 3.15 below ~ is a variety. We have 
Proposition 3.14. The variety ~V is seminormal. 
Proof. The analysis proceeds as above. The local result to be proved is this: Let 
X = (Xi j)  and Y=(YI,,) be matrices of indeterminates. Let A = C[X, Y]/1,  
I = (Ytm, det X)c~ (Xij, det Y). Then A is seminormal. But this is clear. [] 
Proposition 3.15. (1) ~q/ is irreducible. 
(2) ~/U' is irreducible. 
(3) ~ '  is normal. 
(4) r is the non-normal ocus o f  ~ 
(5) ~V" is the non-normal ocus o f  ~lV'. 
(6) The map E'~-*F = n ,E '  gives a morphism ~ll(~(,d -- 2,~o) ~ ~q/". 
Proof  (1-3) We will see below (Lemma 3.16) that the ~,  (a = 0, 1, 2) are irredu- 
cible. These statements are now easy consequences of Theorem 2, using general 
properties of GIT quotients. 
(4 and 5) The proof will be given in w immediately following the proof of 
Proposition 4.11. 
(6) By Lemma 3.3 there is a morphism q/(~-,d - 2 ,~)~ q/x, whose set-theor- 
etic imageis ~W'. Since ql(A',d, ~o) and ~V" are reduced this actually yields a mor- 
phism q l (X ,d  - 2,~)~ ~/U'. [] 
Lemma 3.16. The ~,  (a = 0, 1, 2) are irreducible. 
Proof In the course of the proof of Theorem X1 we show that ~ is irreducible. 
Hence so is its open subset ~2. The cases a = 0, 1 will be treated later, immediately 
following the proof of Proposition 4.11. [] 
4. Preliminaries 
4a. Generalised parabolic sheaves 
Definition 4.1a. Let E be a sheaf on X, torsion-free of rank 2 outside {xl ,X2}. 
A generalised parabolic structure on E over the divisor {x l, x2 } is a two-dimensional 
quotient Q of Exl 9 Ex2. 
The pair (E, Q) is said to be a "generalised parabolic sheaf" (GPS). We do not 
define a generalised quasiparabolic structure since a certain choice of"generalised 
weights" is assumed. We shall consider generalised parabolic sheaves E with, in 
addition, parabolic structures at the {Yi}~ (i.e. a one-dimensional quotient 
E~,~ Q i~ 0 of the fibre of E at each point yi, and weights 0 < a~ < bl < 1 as 
before). 
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Definition 4.lb. A GPS (E, Q) is said to be stable (respectively, semistabte) with 
respect o the weights to if for every nontrivial subsheaf E' such that E/E' is 
torsion-free outside the reduced points {xl, x2 }, we have 
rank E' 
par degree E' < - -  (par degree E) - (rank E' -- dim QF~,), (4.1) 
(resp. < ) 2 
where, for any subsheaf E' we denote by Q~' the image of E'x, ~) E'x~ in Q. 
Note that in the above definition the parabolic degree of E' needs to be defined. 
If E' is torsion this is just its degree ( = length), otherwise E' is actually a sub- 
bundle of E outside {x~, xz } and the earlier Definition (2.1 a) extends in a clear way. 
Remark 4.2. If (E,Q) is a semistable GPS, Tor E is supported on the reduced 
subscheme {xl, X2 } and (Tor E)xl 9 (Tor E)x2 ~ Q. This follows from (4.1). 
Theorem X2. There exists a (coarse) moduli space ~s(~, d, to) of stable GPS's on X. 
We have an open immersion ~s(X, d, to) ~ ~(X,  d, to) where ~(X,  d, 09) denotes the 
space of s-equivalence lasses of semistable GPSs. The former is a smooth variety; the 
latter a normal projective variety with rational singularities. 
This theorem is proved inAppendix B. The definition of s-equivalence is given 
there. We shall set ~s = ~s(X, d, to) and ~ = ~(.~, d, to). 
We make explicit he notion of a family of GPSs parametrised by a variety T. 
This consists of 
(1) a rank 2 sheaf #T (on X x T) fiat over T and locally free outside {xl, x2 } x T 
(2) a locally-free rank 2 quotient -~T (on T) of (#r)x, 0) (#T)x: and 
(3) a locally-free rank lquot ient  -~T,i (on T) of (gT)y. for i~ I, 
where we have set, for x e X, (gr)~ --- #TI/,t • (We will on occasion regard ~T as 
a sheaf on X • Tsupported on {Xo} • T.) Take now T = ~' ,  the parameter-space of 
the locally universal family of Appendix B: 
~ '  = Grass2(g:,l ~ #~2)x O{ i~,x ()Flag(l,2)(#y,)}, 
where 0 is the Quot scheme of rank 2 degree d quotients of to~. The degree d is 
assumedlarge.(We have let 8 -- #~,; we will similarly let .~ = .~,.)  The polarisa- 
tion on ~t' is defined in Appendix B (equation B-2). The moduli space ~ is the GIT 
quotient of ~ '~ by SL(~). (We have SL(n") rather than SL(n) because we are 
consideringbundles of degree d on ~" rather than on X.) We will denote by ~O' the 
projection ~ '~ ~ ~. 
9t, Notation 4.3a. Define 9r to be the set of (closed) points (d~ a~ E ~ 0, Q).in ~' 
where C~ H~ is an isomorphism, H'(E( - xl -- xz -- x)) = 0 for x ~ X, and 
(T) TorE is supported on the reduced subscheme {xl,x2} and (TorE)~, 
(Tor E)~ ~ Q. 
Requiring that Hi(E( - xa - x2 - x)) = 0 ensures that Hi(E) = O, E is generated 
by sections, H~ is onto, and E( -x l -xz )  is generated by 
sections. 
~lss ~t It will be clear from Appendices B and C that ~ ~ opo~ ~ ovo~ 9 
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Notation 4.3b. Define I)v to be the open subscheme of 0 consisting of locally-free 
quotients d~ --* E ~ 0) such that 
(1) C~--* H~ is an isomorphism, and 
(2) Hi(E( - Xl - xz - x)) = 0 for x e ~'. 
Notation 4.3c. Let ~)  be the inverse image ofl)  F by the projection ~ '~ 0. This is 
a grassmannian bundle over NF, where 
v = x ~ Flag(l, 2) (d~y,). 
iE1 
We let p denote the projection ~ --* ~e. Note that ~)  c ~,o. On ~) ,  consider the 
morphism of vector bundles 8x, --* ~ given by the generalised parabolic structure. 
The zero scheme of this morphism is denoted by ~,F(~/F for "vertex"). The 
determinant of this map defines a subscheme which we denote ~LF. The sub- 
schemes ~2,F and Ne,t are defined similarly. Clearly ~,e~j , f , J  = 1, 2. As a set, 
@Le consists of pairs (E, Q) such that the map E~, ~ Q is not of maximal rank and 
~//-1,v of pairs such that the map E~ --.~ is zero. Note that 60(~j,r)= 
(det ~) (det ~x~)- ~- 
Notation 4.3d. The schematic losure of )~.f in ~ is denoted ~.  The ~j,F are 
reduced and irreducible divisors and so the ~jf are also reduced prime divisors. The 
subscheme ~ is defined as the schematic of ~j, v in A a. 
Notation 4.3e. We define ~ to be component of ~g'~\~r parametrising sheaves 
with non-zero torsion at x2. We take @q to have its reduced structure. N~ is defined 
similarly. 
We quote from Appendix C the 
Proposition C.7. (1) The ~ are reduced, irreducible, and normal. 
(2) The @} are reduced, irreducible, and normal. 
(3) The ~/:~ are smooth. We have ~/'~ c~ {~ ~ ~ } = O. 
(4) The closed orbits in ~ and ~} are contained in ~ c~ Nj.^ t 
Notation 4.3f. The closed subschemes ~ c~ ~'~ and ~ c~ ~"~ are SL(fi)-invari- 
ant, and therefore yield (by Lemma 4.14 below) closed subschemes of~ which we 
denote by Nj and ~/rj respectively. 
Proposition C,7 has the following 
Corollary 4.4. (1) The ~j and the ~ j  are reduced, irreducible and normal. 
(2) ~Uj r {~1 (-~ ~2 } = O. ^ 
(3) Nj is also the quotient of (~}) ~. 
4b. The map ~9 
Given a GPS on .~ one obtains a sheaf F on X which fits into the exact sequence: 
O~ F~ n ,E~xoQ~O,  where xoQ is defined as in Notation lf(5). (Note: 
~,E | ~k(xo) = Ex~ 9 Ex2). We will often omit the subscript Xo and simply write 
Q when we mean ~oQ" The sheaf F has, of course, a natural parabolic structure 
at the {Y~}I. 
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Remark 4.5. Since it is a finite morphism, z(E) = )~(~,(E)), and z(F) = Z(rt,(E)) - 
Z(xoQ) = z(E) -  2, which, rewritten in terms of degrees, becomes degree F + 
2(1 -- 9) = degree E + 2(1 - ~) - 2. Thus degree F = degree E. Note that the 
computation also gives, for any coherent sheaf E on X, degree 7t,E = de- 
gree E + rank E). 
Lemma 4.6. (1) Let (E,Q) be a GPS, and F the associated sheaf on X.  F is 
torsion-free iff the condition (T) of Notation 4.3a holds. 
(2) I f  E is a vector bundle and the maps Ex ~ Q isomorphisms, then the associated 
F is a vector bundle. Otherwise F is not locally free. 
(3) l f  F is a vector bundle on X,  there is a unique GPS (E, Q) which yields F by the 
above construction. Infact E = 7t*F. 
(4) l f  F is torsion-free but not locally free there is a GPS (E, Q) that yields F, with 
E a vector bundle and the map Ex 2 ~ Q an isomorphism. The rank of the map Exl ~ Q 
is then 
(1) 1 /ffF | (gxo ~ C9~o 9 J/r and 
(2) O iff F | (gxo ~ ~l~o ~ J/.lxo. 
The roles ofxa and x2 can of course be reversed. 
(5) Every torsion-free rank 2 sheaf F on X comes from a pair (E,Q), with 
E a vector bundle9 
Proof Many of these results are in [B1]. For completeness we sketch proofs. For 
any sheaf A on X define QA by the exact sequence A ~ ~,Tt*A ~ xoQA-* O. (The 
map a is generically an isomorphism and hence an injection when A is torsion- 
free.) 
(1) It is clear that the assumption (T) is equivalent to: TorTt,E 
(= lt,(Tor E))~xoQ. 
(2) If the maps Ex ~ Q are isomorphisms, this gives an isomorphism between 
9 J , . 
E~ and E~, which can be used to show that F is locally free. That otherwise F is 
not locally free follows from (3). 
(3) We show next that if F is a vector bundle the GPS(E,Q)  is uniquely 
determined. In fact E is just n*F and Q = Qr- To see this, consider 
a 
0 , F , ~z,Tt*F ' xo(Qv) , 0 
0 ' F , zr.E ' ~oQ , 0 
If F is locally n ,z*F  is torsion-free and the map b is an injection. Thus c is an 
injection and therefore an isomorphism because dim Qv = 2 = dim Q. The Snake 
Lemma now yields the isomorphism z .n*F  = n .E  from which it easily follows that 
E = n*F. 
(4) Define the vector bundle/~ by the exact sequence 0 ~ Tor z*F ~ 7t*F 
/~ ~ 0. Consider the diagram 
0 , F , rc,rc*F ' xo(QF) , 0 
=~ + J, 
0 , F d ~, , Q , 0 
) ~ ,  x o 
where d is an injection (as in the above cases) because F is torsion-free, and Q is 
defined to make the second sequence xact. The vertical arrows are clearly surjec- 
tions, so we see that ~oQ = ~o(Qv)/{~(Tor ;r 'F)}.  Local computation show that in 
case (2) Q = 0, and increase (1) dim Q = 1. In both cases it is easy to manufacture 
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a GPS as required. We describe the case (2) which is less involved. In this case 
F = g,E, with degree E = d -  2. Take E = E(x2) , Q = gx2 (~ ((22)x~ 1, and the 
maps Ex~ ~ Q as follows: the map is zero for j = 1 and the residue map for j = 2. 
(5) This follows from (3) and (4) [] 
Proposition 4.7. (1) If  F is semistable then (E, Q) is semistable. 
(2) I f  F is a stable vector bundle the GPS (E, Q) (which is unique by Lemma 4.6(2) 
is stable. 
(3) If  (E, Q) is (semi)stable then F is (semi)stable. 
Proof Given a subsheaf E' of E recall that we denote by QE the image ofE~, ~ E~2 
in Q. 
(1) Suppose F is semistable. Given a sub-sheaf E' of E define the subsheaf F '  of 
F via the commutative diagram 
0 , F , ~z*F ~ xoQ ~ 0 
T T T 
0 , F '  , 7~,E' , xo(Q E') , 0 
with the vertical arrows being inclusions. It is now easy to verify that the criterion 
(4.1) is satisfied and (1) is proved. 
(2) It could happen in the above proof that E' is a nontrivial subsheaf of E but 
F '  = 0 or F '  = F. This is why stability of F does not guarantee stability of (E, Q), 
but only semistability. If F were a vector bundle a nontrivial subsheaf E' yields 
a nontrivial sub-sheaf F',  whence the claim in part (2) of the Proposition that (E, Q) 
is stable if F is a stable vector bundle. 
(3) Suppose now that (E, Q) is a (semi)stable GPS. Note that by Remark 4.2 F is 
torsion-free. Let L' be a rank 1 sub-sheaf of F such that F/L' is torsion-free. Define 
the sheaf K~ to be the kernel of the composite map n*L'( ~ ~z*n,E)~ E; let E' 
denote the image. Consider the commutative diagram of sheaves on X: 
f 
0 , F , 7z,E ' xoQ , 0 
T T T 
0 ~ L' , ~,~z*L' ' xo(QL') , 0 
The second sequence is left exact since L' is torsion-free. The first vertical arrow is 
an inclusion, and the quotient F/L' is torsion-free. This yields, for the subsheaf E' of 
E, the equality ~o(Q E') = ~o(Q~,)/{~,K~}. We have the following sequences of 
inequalities, each of which implies the next, and the first follows the semistability of
(~,Q): 
2(par degree E') _-< par degree E - (2 -- 2dim QE.) 
2(par degree n*L' - h~ -< par degree E - (2 -- 2dim QE') 
2(par degree n ,~*L '  - 1 - dim K1) < par degree E - (2 - 2dim Qw,) 
2(par degree L') <= par degree E + (2 -- 2 dim QF~, 
+ h~ - dim QL') 
= par degree E 
= par degree F 
(In case (E, Q) is stable all the inequalities are strict.) This proves (3). [] 
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Remark4.8. ~ is nonempty iff q/} is nonempty. (This follows from 
Proposition 4.7.) In this case dim ~ = 4~ + III + 1 = 4g + I1] - 3 = dim ~/x. 
Definition 4.9a. We now define a morphism ~ ~ ~ For any family of GPSs as 
above we construct a family ~-r of sheaves on X parameterised by T: ~r  is defined 
by the exact sequence 
0 ~ "~T -'+ (TT X IT),O~T "+ ~'~T -'+ O. (4.2) 
where ~T is regarded as a sheaf on X x T supported on {Xo } • T. Now (Tr • TT),gT 
is flat over Tsince #r  is flat and 7r is finite, -~T is locally-free on Tand hence flat, and 
therefore so is ~-T. If, further, the family consists of semistable GPSs, by the above 
Lemma and the universal property of q/x, we get a morphism ~br: T~ qgx. This 
applies in particular to T= ~'~, and the resulting morphism clearly induces 
a morphism ~b: ~ ~ q/x. 
Definition 4.9b. Define on ~,s~ a line bundle 0' by 
0' - (det R=~oS) k | (det ~)k | @ {.~,- ~, | (det G,) k- a'} @ (det G) t. 
i 
As in w one can check that 0' is the (restriction of) the ample bundle on ~ '  used to 
linearise the action of SL(n"), and that this descends to an (ample) line bundle 0.# 
on ~. 
Definition 4.9e. The wariety ~v is a locally universal family of (ordinary) parabolic 
bundles on X. We let 0 be the line bundle on ~r  defined by the data (d, k, ~, fl~) as in 
w 
0 = (det Rltk, 8) t | | {(~i)~'-~' | (det g,y,)k- e,} | (det gy)r, 
i 
where l'= 1 + k. 
Recall that 5'  denotes the projection ~,ss + ~. 
Lemma 4.10. (1) Let ~ = (det ~)(det ~) -  1 for a point x e X. Then 
0' = p*0 |  
(2) 0~ = ~*0~,x. 
Proof. The first claim is easily checked. From the exact sequence (4.2) we get 
det R=T.~r = (det RT~r(~,gr)) | (det -~r) 
= (det R=rgr) | (det -~r). 
From this and (2.4) we see that (q~ o 5')*0 is equal to the restriction to ~,ss of 0'. This 
proves (2) [] 
Some of the notation of the next proposition is defined in w and w 
Proposition 4.11. (1) The map (a: ~ ~ qlx is finite and surjective. 
(2) Each of the ~j  maps onto ~i/'. This is a finite map. 
(3) ~\(Nx u ~2)  maps isomorphically to qlx\~tC. 
(4) Each of. the ~F'~ maps isomorphically onto ~ ' .  
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(5) ~1 c~ ~2 maps to ~K'. 
(6) Let @o = @j\(~j w (91 ca ~2)). Then 9 ~ maps isomorphically onto "W\~g/''. 
(7) r is irreducible. 
(8) r is the normalisation of ~ 
(9) Each 9j is the normalisation of ~ .  
Proof (1) Finiteness follows from Lemma 4.10(2) and ampleness of 0~x and 0.2. 
Surjectivity follows from Lemma 4.6(5) and Proposition 4.7(1). 
(2) Consider the morphism qS~,~,. Using Lemma 4.6 and Proposition4.7(3) we 
see that ~,v  ~ ~'~ maps onto ~r hence so does ~ c~ N ''ss. Thus 
@j maps set-theoretically into ~.  Since both schemes are reduced in fact this is 
a morphism. Finiteness now follows from (1). 
(3) By Lemma 4.12(1) below and Corollary 4.4(3) q~(N\(~l u ~) )  = q/x\W'. 
On the other hand 4~le,,l~,,~)has  section. To see this, note first that 
~- l (#/x\W')  = ~2. Now, given a vector bundle on X the pull-back to X has 
a canonical generalised parabolic structure which is semistable iff the bundle is 
semistable (Proposition 4.7(b)). This gives a map from ~-1 (qlx\W') to N which 
induces a section (~//x\~qr)-~ ~'\(9~ u 92). Since ~ is irreducible, so is its open 
subset ~\ (6~ c~ 92) and we conclude that ~t~,  ,~  is an isomorphism. 
(4) One verifies as in part (2) that ~/]'f ca ~ '~ maps onto W", inducing a mor- 
phism ~j  ~ W". As in the proof of (3) we can see that this map has a section. (We 
use Lemma 4.13 below.) 
(5) One checks as above that (~l.v ca ~2, v) ca ~'s~ maps to ~g". Now as in the 
proof of the irreducibility^of ~ (Lemma C.2) it is possible to show that the 
(NI,V ca ~2. v) is dense in (91 ca 92). This yields the result. 
The proof of (6) is similar to that of statement (4), we use Lemma 4.12(2). The 
claim (7) follows from (2) and Proposition 4.4(1). The statements (8) and (9) are 
consequences of the normality of # and 9j  and statements (1-3) and (6). [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.16 (continued). We have in the above proofs used the following 
facts: 
(1) One can construct a family of torsion-free (but not locally free) semi- 
stable sheaves on X parametrised by ~j,v ca ~,s~. This family contains every such 
sheaf. 
(2) One can construct a family of torsion-free semi-stable sheaves F on X (with 
F | (9~o ~ ~'~o ~ J/{~o) parametrised by ~j,v ca ~'~. This family contains every 
such sheaf. 
The parameter spaces are in both cases reduced and irreducible. The irreduci- 
bility of ~ (a = 0, 1) now follows by a standard argument. [] 
Proof of Proposition 3.15 (4 and 5). We prove (4) first. Consider the map ~b: 
~~ By Proposition 4.11(8) this is the normalisation map, and by 
Proposition 4.11(3) the non-normal locus of ~ is contained in ~W. Since ~g" is 
irreducible it suffices to show that the non-normal locus is nonempty (i.e. that the 
map q5 is not an isomorphism) unless ~ is empty. Suppose then that ~ is 
nonempty. Then so too are the divisors Nj in N (by 4.11(2)). If ~ cagz is 
nonempty, #"  is nonempty and the proof of part (5) below shows that ~b is not an 
isomorphism. If N~ ca 92 = 0 the inverse image of a point on ~K is not connected, 
and we are again through. 
We turn to (5) next. Consider the map Nj--, ~ .  This is the normalisation of 
by Proposition 4.11(9), and an isomorphism outside W" by Proposition 4.11(6). 
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On the other hand by parts (4) and (5) of the same proposition, Corollary 4.4(2), 
and Zariski's Main Theorem it is clear from points on "W' are not normal. [] 
Lemma 4.12. Let (E,Q) be a GPS, and F the associated sheaf on X. 
(1) l f  F is s-equivalent to a non-locally free sheaf then (E, Q) is s-equivalent to 
a GPS (E~,Q1) with El not locally free. 
(2) I f  F is s-equivalent to a non-locally free sheaf F, with 
F1 | (gx o ~ Jgxo @ M{xo, then (E, Q) is s-equivalent to a GPS (Ex, Q,) with E1 having 
a torsion subsheaf of degree 2. 
Proof We consider (1) first. If F is not locally free, either E is not torsion-free and 
we are done, or E is torsion-free and one of the maps Ex,--* Q is not in isomor- 
phism. In the latter case we are again done by Proposition C.7(4). Suppose now 
that F is locally free. Then we have the following situation: 
**There is an exact sequence 0~ L, ~ F~ L2 ~ 0, with Lq torsion-free, 
2 par degree Lq = par degree F for q = 1,2, and neither Lq locally free. 
(One can check, by tensoring with t~o/Jr that if one of the Lq is not locally 
free then neither is.) It is clear that in case (2) also condition (**) holds so that we 
can now combine the two proofs. 
Write L, = ~,L]  where L', is a line bundle on X with degree L', = 
degree L, -- 1. There is a map of sheaves L', ~ E on X which is generically injective 
and hence everywhere injective since L', is a line bundle. Let L~ be the quotient. 
Consider the commutative diagram: 
0 0 
T 
0 , L 2 ) z~,L~ ) xoQ" , 0 
t =T 
0 , F , ~z,E ' ~oQ , 0 
T 
L1 , ~z, L'x 
0 0 
It is easy to check (in the notation of Appendix Bb) that 
~ E(L~, 0)] -- ,u~ E(L~, Q") ]  = ,u~ E(E, (2)]. 
Note that L'~ is a rank one sheaf and dim Q = 2. We leave it to the reader to 
check that such a semi-stable GPS must be s-equivalent to one with a torsion 
subsheaf of degree 2. 
Lemma 4.13. Let T be a variety, ~ a sheaf on X x T, flat over T, such that for t ~ T 
the sheaf ~t  on X is torsion-free of rank 2. Then ~ is torsion-free on X x T. Suppose 
further that 30 < a < 2 such that u ~ T we have ~ | (gxo ~ aCxo ~) (2 - a)Jlxo. By 
"'flat" we shall mean "flat over T". Then 
(1) (~ x IT)*,~" is flat. 
(2) I f  a = 0 there exists a vector bundle ~ on X x T such that ~ = (~ x ITR), g. 
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~ (3)/ . /  a = 1 there exists a vector bundle ~ on X • T and a line-bundle quotient 
.~ of 8~, ~ ~ such that the following sequence is exact: 
o-~ ~ - ,  (~ • I~) ,~- - ,  ~o~-~ o . 
Proof It is possible to prove, as in [$2, Huiti6me Partie, pp. 180-182] that f f  is 
a subsheaf of a locally flee sheaf. This implies it is torsion-flee. 
Consider now the sequence ~- ~, (n • lr)*(n x I r ) *~ ~ ~ ~ 0 which defines 
~t- Since i is generically an injection and ~ is torsion-flee i is an injection. 
Specialising, we see that dim h~ = 4 -  a and hence constant. Since T is 
reduced 2~ is flat. This show (n • IT )*~ is flat. 
Next, consider the map (n • l r ) *~ ~ (n • IT)*~ | ~(x~ + X2). By specialis- 
ing as before one sees that the cokernel is flat, and hence also the image and kernel. 
Let g be the image. One can now show that g is a vector bundle, and we have an 
exact sequence of flat sheaves 0 --* Tot' (n • IT)*Y --" (n • IT)*~ ~ ~ ~ O. We now 
repeat he construction of Lemma 4.6(4) "over" T to prove (2) and (3), [] 
It is worth pointing out that the varieties ~ or u/K' could d priori be empty; also 
it could happen that q/x = ~.  In fact we always have 0 =t = ~r 4: ~ (Remark 6.19). 
4c. Some general results 
We collect here some general statements needed elsewhere in the paper. The 
following fact about GIT quotients is standard. 
[,emma 4.14. Let V be a projective scheme on which a reductive group G acts, ~ an 
ample line bundle linearising the G-action, and V ~~ the open subscheme of semistable 
points. Let V' be a G-invariant closed subscheme of V ~, V' its schematic losure in V. 
Then 
(1) ~.,s~ = V', and 
(2) V'//G is a closed subscheme of V~//G. 
Proof (1) See the last paragraph of the proof of [M-F, Chapter 1, w (2) Clearly 
we can take V to be affine. Then this is a consequence of"algebraic fact number 3" 
on p. 29 of the same reference. 
Lemma 4.15. Suppose V, G, and V ~ are as in the statement of the previous lemma. 
Let W be an open G-invariant (irreducible) normal subscheme of V containing V ~'. 
Then H~ 's, ffo)i.v = H0(W, L~)i,v where ( )i,v denotes the invariant subspaee for 
an action of G. 
Proof Assume first that Vis irreducible and normal. In this case we will show that 
any invariant section on V ~* in fact extends to V(cf. [S1, Theorem 4.1 (iii)). This is 
clear if D = V\V  s~ has codimension > 1. Suppose otherwise and for simplicity 
assume there is only one irreducible component D~. Consider an invariant section 
s on V ~, and assume it has a pole along Da. By the definition of semistability there 
is an invariant section s~ on V, vanishing on D~. For some integers I, m the section 
sl~s ~ will extend to D1 and be nonvanishing there. This will contradict non- 
semistability of points on D1. This shows that in fact s extends to V; it is clearly 
G-invariant here. In case there are more than one component, we work by 
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induction on the number of such components. Write D = UDq. As above we can 
find an invariant section regular along D1 and nonzero there. If this section is 
everywhere regular, we have the desired contradiction. If not the polar divisor of 
the new section has fewer components and induction is possible. 
In general, we replace V by the irreducible component V1 containing 14I, and 
endow 1/1 with its reduced structure. Using [M-F, Chapter 1, w (Theorem 1.19 
and the remarks in the last paragraph) we see that V] s = V ss. The argument of the 
previous paragraph, applied to the normalisation of 1/1 (again using the above 
results) finishes the proof. [] 
Lemma 4.16. Let V be a normal variety with a G-action, where G is a reductive 
algebraic group. Suppose a good quotient n: V ~ U exists. Let if' be a G-line bundle 
on V, and suppose it descends as a line bundle LP on U. Let V" c V' ~ V be open 
G-invariant subvarieties of V, such that V' maps onto U and V" = n- 1 (U") for some 
nonempty open subset U" of U. Then any invariant section of C~ on V' extends to V. 
Proof (cf. the proof of [Lu, Lumme 1.8].) Clearly we can assume U and V are 
affine, and ~ is trivial. A nowhere vanishing section of ~ pulls back to a G- 
invariant trivialisation of ~ .  Thus we can assume ~ is the trivial line bundle with 
the trivial action of G. Let k [ V] denote the ring of regular functions on a variety V. 
Suppose f is an invariant regular function on V' which does not extend to V. Then 
f~k[V" ]G= k[U"] (IN, Theorem 3.5(iii)]) and can therefore be written as 
f=  g/h, with g, h in k[U] = k[V] ~ Since U is normal, there exists a codimension 
one subset F c U such that hip = 0, and gIF 4 = 0. Let yeF  such that g(Y) # 0 and 
let x6 V' such that n(x) = y. Then 0 # g(Y) = g(x) =f(x)h(y)  = 0, which is a con- 
tradiction. [] 
The next result is from [Kn] - we have retained the notation of that work, and 
there should be no confusion with notation used elsewhere in this paper. 
Lemma 4.17. Let X be a normal, Cohen-Macaulay variety on which a reductive 
group G acts, such that a good quotient n: X -* Y exists. Suppose that the action is 
generically free and that dim G = dim X - dim Y, and further suppose that 
(1) the subset where the action is not free has codimension > 2, and 
(2) for every prime divisor D in X, n(D) has codimension <-_ 1. Here D need not be 
invariant. 
Then Or = (n,O)x) ~ where e)x, cot are the respective dualising sheaves and the 
superscript ( )c denotes the G-invariant direct image. 
Proof This follows from Satz 5 of [Kn], noting (again in the notation of that 
paper) that condition (1) implies that D u = 0, and condition (2) that D~ = 0. The 
result is stated in [Kn] for the case when X is an affine variety, but this is not 
necessary, because under our hypothesis there is a canonical morphism 
(n, Ox) G--, ~oy. [] 
4d. Smooth morphisms 
We shall use the following device (cf. [$2, Huiti6me Partie]) to analyse singularities 
of a variety V. We shall find varieties W and V' and smooth morphisms f: W ~ V 
and f ' :  W~ V', such that the singularities of V' are easy to analyse. Recall that 
a smooth morphism of schemes f:  V~ W is one which is fiat and has smooth 
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scheme-theoretic fibres. Equivalently, for every p E V, the completion of the local 
ring (~p is isomorphic, as a (gytp)-algebra, to (gi~p)[[x t . . . . .  x , ] ]  for some n. There 
is a lifting property which characterises smooth morphisms; ee [Mu, 2.1]. We have 
the following well-known result, see for example [Ma, Theorem 32.2 (i)]: 
Lemma 4.18. Let f: W ~ V be a smooth morphism. Then W is reduced (respectively, 
normal, Cohen-Macaulay, Gorenstein) if and only if V is. 
We will also need 
Proposition 4.19. Let 1/1 and V2 be varieties over C and, for j = l, 2, let vj ~ Vj. Let(gj 
be the respective local rings. Suppose that the completions (gj are isomorphic. Then if 
VI has rational singularities at v~, then so does V2 at v2. 
Proof. Let Kv denote the Grauert-Riemenschneider sheaf [G-R]  on a variety V, 
obtained as the direct image of the canonical sheaf of a desingularisation f V and 
let f2 V denote the dualising sheaf of I/. By [K] V has rational singularities if and 
only if 
(1) V is Cohen-Macaulay, and 
(2) the canonical map i: Kv ~ f2v is an isomorphism. 
Now, condition (2) is equivalent to: 
(3) i an: K ~n ~ f2~" is an isomorphism, 
where for a coherent Cv sheaf F, F an denotes the analytic sheaf obtained on the 
analytic space V an associated with V. Moreover for normal V, K~" has an intrinsic 
characterisation in terms of va"; in fact, it can be defined as the direct image of the 
presheaf of square-integrable holomorphic forms of top degree of the complement 
of the singular set [G-R, w p. 271]. 
Since (91 = (92 and (91 is Cohen-Macaulay and/., normal Ait follows/,, that so is 
(92 [Z-S]. By [GAGA, w Proposition 3] (9~ = (9~. Since (9]~ = (9~" there are 
neighbourhoods of vl in V1 and Va in Vz which are analytically isomorphic [A, 
Corollary 1.6, p. 282]. Using the intrinsic haracterisation f K}" it follows that i is 
an isomorphism. Z] 
5. The decomposition theorem 
We assume k > 0. Let J z (Z ' )  denote the ideal sheaf on Z of a subvariety Z'. 
(We omit the subscript Z when it is superfluous.) When Z' is of codimension one 
(not necessarily a Cartier divisor) we set (gz(- Z') = Jz(Z' ) .  
5a. A decomposition theorem on 
We prove first a decomposition theorem (Theorem 4) for H~ 0e,). This will be 
used in the proof of the vanishing theorem in w the results proved here will be of 
use in the next subsection as well. 
For j = 1,2 let Ej be two-dimensional vector spaces. Let Gr denote the 
grassmannian of two-dimensional quotients E1 ~ E2 ~ Q. We define two divisors 
D1 and D 2 in Gr. Let lj denote the line bundle (detEj)-~ | detQ. This has 
a canonical section det Pie,- Its zero-scheme is the divisor D j; thus lj = (9(D j). One 
checks easily that the divisors Dj are reduced, irreducible and normal. As a set 
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D j = { P I(ker P) c~ E j +- {0} }. The action of G L( E1) x G L( E2) on Gr lifts to the If s, 
and (for meZ)  H~ ') and H~ are GL(E1) x GL(E2) modulus. We have then 
(with ( denoting the one-dimensional representation (det E l ) -1  | det E2): 
Lemma 5.1. For meZ we have natural isomorphisms of GL(E1) x GL(E2) modulus: 
(1) H~ ~o~) = S"E* | S"E2. 
(2) H~ = @q=o . . . . . .  (m-q | SqE,~ | SqE2. 
(3) H~ = @,=o . . . . . .  (@q=o ..... v~ p " |  SqE~ | SqEz) 
(4) All the corresponding first cohomology groups vanish for m >= 0. 
Proof We use the notation H~(Iq[o,) - A~. We will use the following easy facts: 
(a) The canonical bundle of Gr is li-4~ 2, 11 is ample. Note that this gives 
(b) Hl(lql) = {H3(l(l-q 4))}. = 0 for q > -- 4. 
(c) Also, H~ = C~ ( 9 E~ | E2. 
Consider the exact sequence: 
0--* lq-1--+ lql --~ I~lm ~0.  (5.1) 
This, together with (b), shows: 
(d) for q > 0 there is an exact sequence 0 --* H ~ q- 1) ~ H O(l q ) ~ H o (lqlo,) ~ O. 
Let H denote the product of two projective spaces corresponding to E~ and E2, 
and ql,  q2 denote the respective tautological quotient bundles. Then D~ ~ D2 ~ H 
and QIm ~D~ ~ ql ~ q2. The assertion (1) of the Lemma follows. 
Consider now, for any integer q, the exact sequence: 
0 --} 1 q ID,( - (O1 ,~ D2)) ~ Iql ID, --} I q ID, ,-,Dz "--} O. 
We can rewrite this: 
(on DI) 0 ~ ~ | l~ ~ -} l] ~ (det E~)-qq~q~ -} 0. 
The long exact cohomology sequence now gives: 
(n>0)  0~|  o o ~ 1~0 Aq I - -~Aq-- -~AqE*|174 . 
The map P is trivially onto for q < O. F rom (c) and (d) it follows that P is onto 
for q = 1, and therefore it is nonzero for all q > 1. Since SqE * | SqE2 is an 
irreducible GL(E1 ) x GL(E2) module the map is onto (and in fact has a canonical 
splitting, because by induction A~ does not contain the representation 
SqE * | This yields (2). We also see that for all q, we have 1 1 Aq_ 1 ~ Aq, which 
yields Aim = 0. Together with (b) this proves (4). 
Assertion (a), together with (1), now gives (3). [] 
Recall that p denotes the projection ~ ~ ~v.  The decomposit ion of H~ 0~) 
is obtained by considering the projection p. We set, for xeX,  
r/X = (det 2) (det gx)-  1. Thus r/x~ = (~j. e)- We also set (det gx, ) -  1 | (det g~2) = 
and ~s = (det gr ) -1  | (det gx~). 
Lemma 5.2. Let m be an integer. Then 
(1) l f  m > O. 
p.(~7,1/,,.~) = @ ~"-~ | s~#*, | S~#x2. 
q=O,...,m 
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9 m Otherwtse p.(q~,l~,.~) = 0. 
R 1 m (2) P,(q~,l~,.~.) = O. 
(3) l f  m > O. 
p=O,...,m q= .,p 
Otherwise p,rl~' 1= O. 
(4) 1 ~, R p,r/x , = 0. 
Proof. Immediate corollary of Lemma 5.1. [] 
Lemma 5.3. The ,followin 9 maps are isomorphisms: 
(1) H~ 'ss, ())inv ~ U0(~rss  ~ ~r  0 )inv and 
(2) H~ ~, 0') i"v ~ H~ s~ c~ ~, .F ,  0') i"L 
Proof= (1 )We use Lemma 4.16 with the identification V=~ '~, U=# ~, 
n = ~0', V' = ~,s~ n ~v,  ~' and U"= ~\ (~1 w 92). To show that ~ ' \ (~,  u @2) is 
nonempty it suffices, by Proposition 4.11 (3), to show thatq/x\W" is nonempty. This 
is true by Remark 6.19 below. To show that ~ '~ n~ maps onto ~ we use 
Corol lary B.17. 
(2) We use normality of ~1 (Proposition C.7(1)) and Remark C.5(e). [] 
Proposition 5.4. There exists a canonical isomorphism 
H~ 0~) ~ @ @) H~ O| ~] | ~"-q | S"8", | Sqe~O i"v . 
(p=o ..... k) (q=O ..... p) 
(5.2) 
~, ^t inv Proof We have H~ 0~) = H~ '~, 0') i"* = H~ ''s~ c~ ~'r ,0 ) where the sec- 
ond equality follows from Lemma 5.3(1). On the other hand, by Lemma4.15 and 
C.3 H~ '~, 0') ~~ = H~ ~,)i,, so that we can write H~ 0~) = H~ -, 0')i"L 
Recall Eq. (4.4): on ~ we have 0' = ()| ~/~. Taking direct images on ~v and 
using Lemma 5.2.(3) we get Eq. (5.2). [] 
Definition 5.5. For  fi = (cr fl),O < ~ < fl < k, let q/~ be the moduli space of semi- 
stable parabol ic bundles on X with parabolic structures at the { y~}, and weights 
{(ai, bl)}1, and in addition, parabolic structures at x, and x2, both. of weight 
(a, b) = (c~/k, fl/k). Let 0a = O(d, k, ~i, ill, x2, 12) be the line bundle on q/~ defined as 
in Remark 2.7, with Q = {2} and lz = - k + fl + ~. 
Theorem 4. We have a (canonical) isomorphism: 
H~ 0~,) - (~H~ 0~). 
f, 
where fi runs through the integers (~, fl), 0 < ~ < [3 < k. 
Proof We first rewrite (5.2) as follows, substituting p = [3, q = fl - cr 
H~ ~ @ @ H~174 ~, |174162174 ~~ . 
(/~=o ..... k) (~=o ..... ~) 
(5.3) 
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Note now that the bundles SqS~ are direct images of line bundles on the projective 
bundle P(g~); thus the cohomology groupson theright hand side of (5.3) can be 
written as sections of suitable line bundles 0~ on R ;  where 
~+ --- xoFlag(1.z)(gr,)x x O Flag(1.z)(g~). 
i 6 l  j= l ,2  
(Recall that for a 2-dimensional vector space Flag(t,2) is just the projective space. 
Thus ~ is the fibre product of two p1 bundles over ~F.) In fact one checks easily 
that 
| (det g~, )k - # | (det g~ ) + ~ | (det gr) - k. 
Each 0~ is the restriction to ~ of a line bundle linearising the SL(fi)-action on 
the projective variety ~§ where ~§ is the analogue of N, for parabolic bundles on 
X with parabolic structures at { Y~}t u {Xl, x2 } and the moduli space q/~- is the GIT 
quotient of the semistable points (~+)~ ~ ~.  There is a small point to be checked 
here, namely, that the integers n, m involved in the GIT construction of ~ and 
~ can be made to work for these additional moduli space as well. But this is clear 
since the index t7 runs over a fixed finite set depending only on k. 
The variety ~ is normal (in fact smooth) so that Lemma 4.15 applies, and we 
can conclude 
HG~ Oe - )@ U~ 0~) i"v ~ @ n~ 0;,). (5.4) 
This finishes the proof. [] 
We close this subsection with two results which will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 5. 
PropositionS.6. Let m >--_ 0 be a integer. Consider the inclusions of sheaves: 
(1) on ~,  ~1(-  ~,,~) -~ ~, ,  
(2) on ~'v, tl'21(- ~l ,v -- ~2,v ) "  r;'21, and 
(3) on ~l,r ,  ,'~, | J~,.~(~]l,e w (~l,v n ~2,r)) ~ ,~., 1~,., 
Each of the above sheaves has Rtp.(-)  = 0. The induced inclusions of the zeroth 
direct images by p (which are therefore vector bundles) have a SL(fi)-invariant 
splitting. 
Proof. The cases (1) and (2) are an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2. 
We turn next to (3). Considser 
(on ~, r )  0--, q~, | J~ , .~(~,F )~ r/~,-, q~,l~;,.,--' 0. 
We have, using the fact that on f}~.v, det ~ ~ det gx2, the equality qx~ Ir = ~ [~2, ,- 
By Lemma 5.2 therefore 
m , , n p,(,tx, | Y~. . (~,  ~)) = @ era-. | s gx. | s"~2. 
n=l , . . . ,m 
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Consider next 
(on ~,~)  
0 -~ ~Z @ ~,  ~(~>,,~ w (~,,~ n B~,~,)) -~ ~', @ ~M~?L ~ ) -~ ~ZI~ ..... ~ -~ 0, 
where we have used the fact that (~l,V n (~Lv n ~2,v)) ---- 0. As in the foregoing 
proofs we see that 
n=l , . . . ,m 1 
p.(,";. = Q ~-"  @ s"g*. @ s"G~. 
n 0 . . . . .  m 
splits, and Rlp,(q'~, | ' (~x ,Fu(~. rn~z ,v ) ) )= O. [] 
Lemma 5.7. The following maps are surjections: 
(1) H~ H~ 
(2) H~ H~ ~) ,  
(3) H~ --* H~ n@z)2" 
Proof Let us deal with (1) in detail. Consider the diagram: 
mo(~tss, 0,)inv a ) Ho( (~f )ss  (~,)inv 
eT rT 
b~, d$  
Ho(~.  (~,)inv c ) H0(~I ,F ,  0,)inv 
We need to prove that a is surjective. The maps e, fare equalities because of Lemma 
4.15. The map b is an isomorphism by Lemmas 5.3 and 4.15. The map d is similarly 
an isomorphism, so that the result follows by Proposition 5.6 which states that c is 
surjective. 
The statements (2) and (3) are proved along similar lines. There is a complica- 
tion in case (2) because D1 W 0 2 is not ^  normal. In this case we have an analogous 
diagram, with 9 (  replaced by ~{u ~I  2 etc. (We will continue to use the same 
letters to denote the maps.) We can no longer assert hat f and d are equalities. But 
given a section ~r of H~ ~ u t~I~ss 0')inv it certainly extends to sections ~ on ~, ^2 ! " 
~( which are equal on (~l)s~ n (~2)C By seminormality of ~ l , r  u ~2 F, a fact .I 
easily checked, this yields a section there. The rest of the proof goes through as 
before. [] 
5b. The decomposition theorem on ~x 
We start with a general result relating sections of a line bundle on a semi-normal 
variety to those of the pull-back on the normalisation. 
Proposition 5.8. Suppose given a seminormal variety V, with normalisation ~r : V--+ V. 
Let the non-normal locus be W, endowed with its reduced structure. Let W be the 
set-theoretic inverse image of W in ~', endowed with its reduced structure. Let JV" be 
a line bundle on V, and let ~" be its pull-back to ('. Suppose H~ ", ~' )  --* H~ Y)  
is surjective. Then 
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(1) There is an exact sequence 
0 -~ H~ X | J (~)  -~ H~ W)-~ H~ W)40.  
(2) I f  H ' (W,  ~)4  Ul( l~, j f f)  is injective so is H1(V, W)4  H1(V, jff). 
Proof Consider the commutative diagram of sheaves on V: 
04  J (W)  --* (gv ~ ~w -0  
=~ ~ 
04 a , J (W)  ~ a.r ~ C9~ ~ 0 
where the equality is a consequence ofLemma 3.7. Note that the vertical arrows are 
inclusions. Tensoring by JV" and using the projection formula we get 
0--+ w | y (w)  4 w -~ WIw -~ O 
o 4 ~, (~ | j ( f f~)  -~ ~,~ 4 Y l~ -~ o 
Taking cohomologies gives 
0 4 H~174 ~ H~ ~ H~ -~ H' (X |  
0 -~ H~ | J(W) 4 H~ -~ Ho(~I~) ~ H' (X  | j(W)) 
where we have used the fact that a is finite to identify HI(a,(Y | J(W))) with 
HI(~ 7" | J(W)). By assumption b is zero. Since c is an injection we see that a is 
zero as well. This implies the first part of the Proposition. 
Continuing with the two cohomology sequences and using the above results we 
also get 
0 -~ HX(WQJ(W)) -~ H'(W) -~ n'(wlw) 4 
0--+ H ' (X  | J (#) ) -~ H ' (X)4  HI(XI~)-~ 
This implies the second claim. [] 
The subvarieties ~V" and ~U' of ~/x are defined in w The seminormality of 
q/x and ~U and in particular, its main consequence, as stated in Lemma 3.7, will be 
used repeatedly below. Recall also (Lemma 4.10(2)) that 0~ = ~b*0~,. 
Proposition 5.9. There exists a (noncanonical) isomorphism: 
H~ 0~) ~ H~ - @I - ~2)) O H~ 0~(-  ~2)).  
Proof We use Proposition 5.8(1). By seminormality ofq/x and Proposition 3.15(4) 
we have an exact sequence 
0 ~ H~ -- ~ ,  - ~2)) 4 H~ --. H~ [~/) ~ O. (5.5a) 
(Proposition 5.8(1) applies because of Lemma 5.7(2).) Again, by seminormality of 
and Proposition 3.15(5) we get 
0 4 H~ | or u (~1 ~ ~2))) ~ H~ ~r 0~,) ~ HO(~r 0e)--* 0. (5.5b) 
(Proposition 5.8(1) applies because of Lem,ma 5.7(3). 
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On the other hand, by Corollary 4.4(2) we have on ~ an exact sequence 
0 ~ H~ | J~,(3g 1 u (~1 N 92) ) )  ~ H~ - 92)  , 0~) -I- H~ g', 0~) ~ 0, 
(5.5c) 
where the surjectivity on the right follows from Lemma 5.7(3), again using 4.4(2). 
By Proposition 4.11(3) we have H~ 0~,) = H~ ' ,  0e~), and this, together 
with Eqs. (5.5) yields the desired result. D 
We can now prove the 
Theorem 5. Let tlx =-(det~.)(det~x) -1 .[or a point xeX,  and ~1 -qyq~l.  Then 
there exists a noncanonical isomorphism 
(p=0 ..... k- l )  (q=0 ..... p) 
| sqg~x, | Sqgx2) inv. (5.6) 
Proof By Proposition 5.9 and Lemma 4.15 
H~176 0~x) ~ H~ (~' | (9(- ~ ,  -- ~z)) i~ 
(~ H~ 0' | (9(-- (~{N ~2f))) inv. 
We have applied Lemma 4.15 with the identification W = o~; note that the Lemma 
applies since, for example, sections of 0' | (9(-  91 - ~2) are also sections of 0'. 
By Lemma 5.5 the sections on the right are determined by their restrictions to 
~)  and ~I ,F  respectively. Now use Lemma 5.2. K] 
Proof of main Theorem (A). This follows from Theorem 5 exactly as Theorem 
4 follows from Proposition 5.4. [] 
Remark 5.I0. For j = 1, 2, let o~rj denote the frame-bundle of ~,  thought of as 
,o 
a principal GL(2)-bundle. The bundle ~;,-~ ~F can be regarded as associated to 
the principal GL(2)x GL(2} bundle o~rl x~o~r2. The various (zeroth-) direct 
image sheaves that we encounter can be thought of as vector bundles associated to 
representations of GL(2) x GL(2). In particular, equation (5.6) can be rewritten in 
terms of vector bundles associated to o~rx x ~,o~r2: 
# 
where /~ runs over (highest weights of) irreducible representations of GL(2), 
= (~,/~), 0 < e </3 < k, and g~ is the bundle associated to o~r s through the 
representation with highest weight/~. (The representation corresponding to (e,/~) is 
(det 0) | Symm € where ~) is the defining representation f GL(2). 
6, The vanishing theorem 
Consider now a family X, of smooth curves degenerating, as in the Introduction, to 
X0 = X. Clearly, to be able to assert that h~ O~x)= h~ O~x) we need 
a vanishing theorem. 
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6a. A vanishin9 theorem on qlf 
We will first prove a vanishing Theorem for r162 This will (with the replacement 
J~ ~ Xt) prove the constancy of h~ 0ex') for t 4: 0. It will also be needed in the 
next subsection. 
We begin by computing the dualising sheaf of q/~? using Lemma 4.17. The space 
~r  is defined in Notation 4.3c; o//~ is the good quotient of the open subset of 
semistable points ~ss, We will denote by ~ the projection ~ss ~ q/i. 
Notation 6.1. Let Det denote the morphism ~v ~ Jax given by the determinant of
the universal quotient bundle. This induces a morphism q/i  ~ J}, which will also 
be denoted et. Let L# denote a Poincar6 line bundle on )~ x J} and let 0 r denote 
the line-bundle on J~? defined by 
O r ---- (det RTzs2~' ) | (det ~oy)ld + 1 -O). (6.1) 
Proposition 6.2. Assume 0 > 1. Let f2~ be the canonical bundle of X, and suppose 
f2g = (9(~,q~O " zq). Let f2s denote the canonical bundle of ~lv. We have 
f2)~ a= (det Rn~g)4 | | {~[ | (det ~r, )  -1  } 
i 
| | {(det g~,) -1 } | (det ~r) a~+z~-2 | (Det* 0r) -z . (6.2) 
q 
Proof ~v is a fibre-product ofPl-bundles over t)p, and we first need an expression 
for f20,. (The spaces () and ()v are defined in w On X x Qv we have an exact 
sequence of vector bundles 0 ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ 8 --, 0, and the tangentspace at a point 
0 --* K --* (9 ~ ~ E ~ 0 is H~ K* | E). From the properties of Qv (the Notation 
4.3b) it follows that 
O~,! = det Rn~,~(g | g*)  | | {~ | (det 8y,)-~ }. 
i 
We now use a variant of the method of [D-N]  to evaluate det Rn~(N | r 
Consider on ~F the projective bundle P associated to the vector bundle ((n~,), d)*. 
We have on X x P an injection of sheaves 0 ~ (gr(-  1). Let D' denote the (reduced) 
subscheme where this section vanishes. Its projection to P, which we will denote by 
D, is an irreducible divisor. (One sees this by intersecting with the fibre over a point 
of 9}r - see [D-N, Lemma 7.3 and Corollaire 7.4]). Outside D' we have an exact 
sequence of vector bundles 0 ~ (ge(- 1) ~ d' ~ det o ~ | (ge(+ 1) ~ 0, which yields, 
outside D, 
(1) an isomorphism det RTrvd' = det RTtvL~' | (&,o i det g)-(a+ ~ 0) | (gp(-- d). 
(2) an isomorphism det Rnv(g | ~'*) = det RTrv8 | det Rrrvd'* | (9p(-- 2d). 
(We have written Det* ~ = &a). 
By duality detRTrpS* = detRzrp(d ~ | f2i). From this and the exact sequence 
0 ~ ~ --* 8 | f2~? --* @~ | (f2~?)~ 0 we get detR~rpd ~*= det R~t~ | | 
{ (det r }. 
Thus we have an isomorphism outside D: 
det Rn~(o ~ | ~*) = (det Rn~ ~)~ | | { (det ~) -  ~ } 
q 
| (det Rnp.L~)- 2| (~0-1  | det g)z~a+ ~ -O) 
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If we now use the fact that ~-  1 | det 8 on )~ • P is a line bundle pulled back from 
P we get (6.2) outside D. (That is, the line bundles on the two sides of (6.2), when 
pulled back to P, are isomorphic outside D.) 
We now claim that the map Pic(~r)--* Pic(P\D) is injective; this will clearly 
finish the proof. To see the truth of the claim, one uses the fact (cf. [D-N, Lemma 
7.3]) that each fibre of the morphism P\D--* ~r  is the complement of an irredu- 
cible divisor on a projective space so that any nowhere-vanishing regular function 
on the fibre is a constant. (This shows that if the pull-back of a line bundle is trivial 
then the line bundle itself is trivial, for a nowhere-vanishing section of the pull-back 
descends to a nowhere-vanishing section of the original bundle.) 89 
Lemma 6.3. Assume 0 > 2. Then (~ff.~,~)inv = ~2~; where ~;  is the dualising sheaf 
of all,. 
Proof. Consider the action of PSL(~) on a~s~. We will see (Lemma 6.14(1)) that if 
O> 2 the complement of the set ~s of stable points has codimension > 1. Since 
s s ~ q/j? is an 6tale locally trivial PSL(~)-bundle we see that the conditions of 
Lemma 4.17 are satisfied; and this implies the above result. [] 
We can now prove 
Theorem 6. Assume 0 > 3. Then H l(ql~, 0~;,) = O. 
Proof._ We use the foil_owing device: we consider a new set of data (d,/q ~i,/~) such 
that k = k + 4, andf l i -~  = f l~-~i  + 2. Let & denote denote the new set of 
parabolic weights, 0~, the line bundle on ~ defined by the new data, q/~,~ the 
corresponding moduli space, and 0~;.:o the "descendant" of (~. Recall that the 
parabolic data do not quite suffice to define (/,,~, but a choice of degree 1 line bundle 
on X is also needed (see Remark 2.7). We make this choice so that 
0~, = (detg~z.4~e) k+4 | @ {(.,~i)/~' i ' |  (det gy,)k-fl,} 
i 
. 
|  /~ ~, -1 /  (det  ~y)2, i+ 20- 2 +/ .  {(det gy,) ' j | 
i 
We shall assume that the integers n, m in the construction of q/i  are chosen so 
that they work for q/i,~ as well, so that q/~,,~ is the quotient of the semistable points 
~ss ~ " N~ of|  with respect to the new polarisation. Using (6.2) we see that on ~F we have 
0 = Oo | f~r | (Det* 0~) 2.  (6.3) 
Since ~ is a dense open subset of ~F this continues to hold in ~ss. 
We now write 
H ~ (q/~, O~;h = 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
H l (~ss  (~)inv 
1 ~s~ ~)~v H (~,~, 
HI (~s,~, 0,o | ~ ,  | (Det* 0y)- 2) in~ 
H '  (q/~,,z, 0~r | ( (~) ,  (2~ff "v | (Det* 0y)- 2) 
H 1 (q/x, ~,, 0~,o | (~,~ | (Det* Oy)- 2), 
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where s'2~,z,~ is the dualising sheaf of q/~?,~ and ff,~ the quotient map ~ --* q/g,~. 
The second equality holds because of the Lemma 6.14(2) below, using a Hartogs- 
type extension theorem for first cohomology. The third uses Equation 6.2, and the 
fourth Lemma 6.3. The first and fifth equalities follow from the fact that for good 
quotients the space of invariants of the cohomology of an invariant line bundle is 
the same as the cohomology of the invariant direct image. This fact is easily proved 
(as pointed out by J.M. Drezet) by taking an invariant affine cover and applying 
Reynold's operator to C~ch cochains. 
We will prove below (Lemma 6.4) that 0~,;|  -2 is ample. Since 
q/y,,o has rational singularities a Kodaira-type vanishing theorem IS-S, Theorem 
7.80(f)] now applies and we can conclude that Hl(q/~, 0,~) -- 0. [] 
Lemma 6.4. 0~ | (Det* 0r)-2 is ample if k > 4. 
Proof Consider the morphism Det: q/~ -~ J~, and let q/L, and let q/L denote the 
0 fibre above L. One has a 22~-fold covering q/~ x J~  q/~. We will show that 
0~;|  (Det* 0y) -2 is ample when pulled back to this finite cover. 
One can show by a standard method (as for example, in [$2, p. 53]) that q/L is 
unirationat. Hence its Pico is trivial, and the pull-back bundle is therefore a product 
of line bundles coming from the two factors. It suffices to check that the restriction 
to each factor is ample. The restriction to the first factor is 0, and clearly ample. 
Write the restriction to jo  as Mx | ME, where Mx the pull-back of 0~; and 
M 2 is the pull-back of (Det* 0y) -2. Now 0y is essentially the theta bundle on jd  
and ample. We will identify J~x and jo,  and also work up to algebraic equivalence. 
One checks (using well-known properties of theta bundles on abelian varieties) that 
M 2 is algebraically equivalent to 0~ -8. Also, M E is algebraically equivalent to 02y k. 
(Consider a family E | s of parabolic bundles, for E a fixed parabolic bundle, and 
then deform E to a bundle of the form (9 x 9 (gX(~h- t..... d Xh).) Clearly M1 | M2 is 
ample if k > 4. [] 
6b. Vanishing Theorem on q/x 
We turn now to the vanishing theorem for q/x. 
Theorem 7. Assume g > 4. Then H l(q/x, O) = O. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the next lemma and Theorem 8 below. [] 
Lemma 6.5. Hl(q/x,  Oex) injects into HI(~,  0e). 
Proof By Proposition 5.8(2) it suffices to prove that HI(~Y ", 0ex) injects into 
H~(~1 w N2, 0e). For this it clearly suffices to show that HI(~W, 0~x) injects into 
H1(@1,0e). Again using the Proposition 5.8 (2) we se that it is enough to show that 
HI("/'//'', 0,tx) injects into HI(V1 w(@t c~2) ,  0~), and as above it is enough to 
show that HI (W '', 0,x) injects into Hl(~fl, 0~). This is clear because the map r 
~1 ~ ~W' is an isomorphism. [] 
6c. A vanishing theorem on 
We are left with the task of proving 
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Theorem 8. Assume ~ ~ 3. Then H1(~, 0~) = O. 
This in turn is proved along the lines of Theorem 6. There are complications, 
however. First, it takes more work to prove a formula for the dualising sheaf. 
Second, one cannot prove the analogue of Lemma 6.4. 
Proposition 6.6. Let f2 y be the canonical bundle of X, and suppose f2 s = (9( ~q~Q zq). 
Let ~2~, denote the canonical bundle of N~'v. We have 
o~;1 = (det Rn~;#) 4 | | {~ | (det 8, i)-  1 } | (det _~)4 (det ~, )  2 (det r z 
i 
| | {(det o~) 1 } | (det r 20- 2 | (Det* 0,) 2. (6.5) 
q 
Proof. ~l'v is a grassmannian bundle over ~. .  Now use Proposition 6.2. [] 
We need an expression for the canonical bundle of i f .  (By Proposition C.3 ~ is 
Gorenstein and has a canonical bundle). The idea is to find an extension of the 
right-hand side o[ (6.5) to ~ug as a PSL(n-) line-bundle, and then to argue that this 
gives the canonical bundle. 
Remark 6.7. (a) We have, on )~ x ~ '  a surjection (9 ~ --* g~, ~ 0. The kernel o~ff is 
flat over ~',  and since X is smooth, it is locally free (thisneeds an argument using 
IN, Lemma 5.4]). On ocg we have the identity (for xeX\{x l ,  x2}): 
det oU~ | det ~ = det (9 ~ ~ (9. 
(b) In the definition of 0' (4.9b) we can replace the term (det~' J  by 
| d'~,) L.| (det By) ~+t~ (cf., Remark 2.7) as long as for every qeQ we have 
zq(~{x t, xz}. Using (a), we can in fact replace any (or all) of the factors (det ~)  t" by 
(det ;g'~,)-*,, and, after this change, allow zq to be one of the points {x l, x2 }. It is 
clear that all these choices give algebraically equivalent ample line bundles on r 
Proposilion 6.8. Let O~e denote the canonical bundle of ~ug. We have 
Q2e ~ (det Rn~eg) 4 | (~) {-~ | (det g -a = y,) }| (det ~)4(det.Xd~,)Z(det ,~x :~)  2 
i 
| (~) {(det g~,) ~ } | (det gy)2~ + 20- z | (Det* 0y)- 2, (6.6) 
q 
where the vector bundle ~ is defined in Remark 6.7(a) above. 
Proof. Let f2 -1 denote the RHS of (6.6). By Proposition 6.6 the isomorphism 
f2 = f2~e holds outside the ~.  We will check that it extends to each ~- .  
For definiteness take j = 1 and for simplicity of notation suppose there are no 
ordinary parabolic points. The proof will use the methods of Appendix C (to which 
we refer the reader forunexplained notation) to determine f2~e in a neighbourhood 
of a suitable point of N'~. Since N'~ is irreducible, it will be enough to show that the 
isomorphism (6.6) extends to one such neighbourhood. 
Consider then a point ((9 ~ ~ E --* 0, Q) in ~ where 
(1) E has torsion at x2 (i.e. the point lies on ~) ,  
(2) E is locally free at x~, and 
(3) the maps E~, --. Q are onto for both j = 1,2. 
Define the vector bundle/~ to be the kernel of the map sequence E --* ~, Q ~ 0 (/~ is 
a vector bundle because of condition (3) in the definition of ~r The conditions (2) 
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and (3) will continue to hold in a neighbourhood UI .  On X x UI one can define 
a locally free sheaf67 by the exact sequence 0 ~ g ~ 8 ~,~ ~ 0 where (where x~ 
is the sheaf on X x ~ '  got by pulling_back ~ from ~'  and then restricting to 
{x~) x ~' ) .  Suppose the vector bundle E is stable (such points certainly exist). Then 
this will continue to hold in a open set U, with (E, Q)eU ~ Ua = o~r Note that on 
U we have an isomorphism of vector bundles ~ ~ 2. 
We construct another space E as follows. For simplicity assume that the degree 
d is odd so that a Poincar6 bundle exists for stable bundles of degree d - 2. (An 
argument with 6tale ol2en sets is needed otherwise.[ Denote this bundle by 67': this is 
a vector bundle on X x ~ - 2). On X x o//(X, d - 2) consider the bundle of 
extensions E whose fibre over/~' is Ext l (~( /~) , /~ ' ) .  On )~ x E there is an universal 
extension 0--* 67'~ 6"-* =~(8~,~)~ 0. 
There is a morphism H: U ~ E such that H* 6 7' = 67 | JV, H* g '  = g @ JV. for 
some line bundle JV" on U. One checks easily that 
(1) H is a submersion, 
(2) the fibres of H are PSL(~) orbits, and 
(3) PSL(~ acts freely on U. 
From this it follows that f2t~ = H* f2E. 
We now proceed to check that H*f2E = f2. One easily computes: 
n*~d ~ | t2 = (det 67y)-* | (det offx~)2 | (det offx2) 2 
= (det o~x~) z | (det off=~) 2.
We will now show that det off~ = (det 67x~)-~. Consider the commutative diagram 
0 ~ off 
0 --* off 
of sheaves on X x U: 
0 0 
T 
T T 
T 
off, ~ 67 - ,  
T T 
0 0 
0 (a) 
0 (b) 
where the (b) is the pull-back of (a) by the inclusion 67-~ ~ - this defines 0ff'. One 
sees easily that off' is a vector bundle. We have therefore the equality of line 
bundles on )~ x U: detoff | det67 = detoff', which yields the equality of line 
bundles on U: (det off)~ | (det g)x~ = (det off')~2. On the other hand we get from 
the exact sequence 0~ off'-~ (P"~ x~ ~ 0 the exact sequence of bundles on 
U: 0 ~ ~. | (~s -* off~,~  (Pa ~ ~ ~ 0. This shows that (det off')x~ is trivial, if] 
We next prove the analogue of Lemma 6.3: 
Lemma 6.9. Assume ~ > 2. Then (q~,~v) i"v = ~,  where t~ is the dualising sheaf 
oft~. 
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Proof We check that the conditions of Lemma 4.17 are satisfied. By Corollary 6.18 
and Remark 6.19 there exists table bundles on X. By Proposition 4.7(2), there exist 
stable generalised parabolic bundles on X. Thus there exist stable points in t~', and 
the action of PSL(~) is therefore generically free. We now check conditions (1) and 
(2) of 4.17. 
(1) By Lemma 6.15(1) below one sees that in ~ ' "~\~ k.392 the nonstable locus 
has codimension > 2. We next show that each of the (@f)ss or (~})~s contains 
a GPS with no nontrivial automorphism. Take j = 1 for definiteness. Let E' be 
a stable (parabolic) bundle on X of degree d - 2, let E = E ' |  x2C and define the 
GPS structure on E as follows. We take Q = C 2, the map Ex2 ~ Q to be the obvious 
projection, and the map Ex, ~ Q any isomorphism. This yields, after an identifica- 
tion H(E) ~ C ~, a point on @] as required. Next consider E = E'(x2), the GPS 
structure being given by taking Q = E~ | ( X)~ , the map E~ ~ Q being zero, 
and the map E~ ~ Q the residue. This yields a point on ~ with no nontrivial 
automorphisms. 
(2) If a prime divisor is not contained in the nonstable locus its projection will 
have codimension one. If it is contained in the nonstable locus, by (1) it will have to 
be one of the (~)~ or (@))~. We have already seen that the respective images of 
these in ~ are the ~s. [] 
Consider the local universal family ~ '  of Appendix B. The open subscheme 
~,~ of ~ '  is defined in w (Notation 4.3a). 
Lemma 6.10. There is a morphism Det: ~ ~ J} which extends the determinant 
morphism on the open set ~'F. 
Proof The determinant of ~ ,  can be defined as the inverse of det X ,  where the 
vector bundle o~ff is defined in Remark 6.7(a). This gives a morphism from ~'  to 
J}. [] 
Restricted to ~'~ the map Det clearly factors through the quotient by the SL(~) 
action and yields a morphism ~ ~ J}, which we again denote by Det. 
Lemma 6.11. The determinant morphism on the open set of stable torsion-free GPSs 
extends to a flat morphism Det: ~--* J}. 
Proof Note that jo  does not act on ~. However, Jx does. Given a GPS (E, Q) and 
a line bundle M on X, the action is defined by 
(E, Q) w-~ M * (E, Q) =- (E | rt*M, Q | M~o). 
We have Det M.  (E, Q) = Det(E Q)@ (rr*M) 2. Now the pull-back map jo - - .  j o  
9 0 0 ' 9 9 O . . d and the squaring map J~? ~ J:~ are surlectlve and J:? acts transitively on J~. By 
generic flatness it follows that the map Det: ~ ~ J~ is flat. 
Let Jt ~L denote the (reduced) fibre over L ~ J~?. Similarly let ~L be the (reduced 
fibre of Det above L. Clearly ~,L is the GIT quotient of 3r ~L. All the properties of 
and ~ continue to be valid for )f~L and ~L; the proofs require only minor 
modifications. We have 
Proposition 6.12. The dualisin9 sheaf of ~L is the restriction of De, to ~L. 
Proof We first note that ~L is the scheme-theoretic fibre above L. For, by Bertini, 
the scheme-theoretic f bre is reduced for generic L, and then we can use the 
argument of the proof of the previous lemma to extend this to all L. 
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Next we use the following fact: Suppose f:  V~ U is a flat map of varieties, with 
U smooth, and V Gorenstein. Let Vp be the scheme-theoretic fibre above pe  U. 
Then the dualising sheaf of Vp is the restriction of the dualising sheaf of V. This in 
turn is proved by repeated use of Bertini (on U) and the adjunction formula. [] 
Proposition 6.13. (1) We have a (canonical) isomorphism: 
H~ L, 0~) - O H~ L, 0~). 
where fi runs through the integers (~, fl), 0 < ~ < fl < k. 
(2) Assume ~ > 3. Then HI (~ L, 0~) = 0. 
(We have used the obvious notation (~)L  for the fibre above L of the determinant 
morphism from qr to jd .  The morphism itself will be denoted Det~ below.) 
Proof. The first claim is proved exactly as Theorem 4. The proof of the second 
statement is along the lines of that of Theorem 6. Restricted to ~L  we have the 
following equality (the analogue of (6.3)): 
g'= 0;,- | ~,~, 
for a suitable 0~, where we have to use Remark 6.7(b) to define this latter line 
bundle. The rest of the proof proceeds as before except hat an analogue of Lemma 
6.4 is not needed. Note that oW has rational singularities, and is in particular 
Cohen-Macaulay, so that Hartogs-type extension theorems for cohomology are 
applicable. [] 
Proof of Theorem 8. Consider the map Det: ~ jd .  Proposition 6.13 shows 
that R~(Det),(0~)= 0. On the other hand the decomposition theorem for ~L 
shows that R~176 By Theorem 6 we have 
Hl(R~ (0~)) = O. [] 
6d. Codimension computations 
We have to do a number of codimension computations. We do the first in some 
detail. 
Lemma 6,14. (1) The complement in ~l ss of the set ~l ~ of stable points has codimen- 
sion >= O if lll > O, and codimension >= ~ - 1 if IIL = O 
(2) The complement in ~tF of  the set ~ss of semistable points has codimension 
>=~. 
Proof The dimension of ~v is easily computed to be 4~ - 3 + II} + dim PLS(f) .  
(At a point 0 ~ K ~ 6 n ~ E ~ 0 of 0v  the tangent space is H o (,~, K* | E). Using 
the exact sequence 
0 -~ H~ * | E) ~ C ~ | C ~ ~ H~ * | E) -~ H x (E* | E) ~ 0 
and Riemann-Roch we get dim H~ * | E) = 4~ - 3 + (fie _ 1).) 
We first prove (1). Consider a semistable, unstable bundle E. It is an extension 
0-~ L1-~ E ~ L 2 ~ 0,  with par degree L1 = 1/2 (par degree E). (Equivalently, 
2 degree La - d = ~',Ro (b i  - -  al) - -  ~R(b l  - -  a l ) . )  We will now describe a (countable) 
number of quasi-projective arieties parametrising such bundles. (For the present 
we do not require a variety to be irreducible.) 
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For q = 1, 2, let dq be integers uch that dl + d2 = d, and let I = Raw Rz be 
a decomposition of I such that 2 dl - d = ~R2(bi -- al) -- Y'.nl(bi - al)- Let h > 0 
be an integer, and let v = (dl, R1, h). Choose Poincar6 bundles &~'q on X x J~.  Let 
j ~ jdl x j~2 and let 2 '  denote the line bundle ~c,r 1 on )~ x J .  Let n denote the 
projection X x J ~ J .  
We define a variety V(v) - V(dl, R1, h) as follows. 
(a) We first define varieties V2(v): 
(1) I fh = 0, set V2(v) = J .  Define the bundle gv on )~x V2 to be ~r q )~2.  
(2) Write Supp R+n,~cP = Uh>o I/1 (v) with Vl(v) denoting the locally closed 
subscheme of J where R ln.  ~ is locally free of rank h. Let V2 (v) be the projective 
bundle P({Rln..,q'} *) on Vl(v)rea. On X x V2(v) there is an universal extension 
0--, ~r  1) ~ ~ ~2-~ 0. 
(b) Let V3(v) be the fibre product 
x V2(vP((gv)r~ ) .
ieR2 
The sub-bundle s yields, for each i e l ,  a divisor in V3. 
(c) Let V(v) = V(dt, Rt,  h) be the complement of the union of these divisors for 
iER2. 
Each V(v) parametrises a family of parabolic bundles E, which occur as 
extensions 0 --* L 1 --~ L 2 --~ 0 (the extension being split if h = 0), with parabolic 
structures at the { Yi}R, given by the sub-bundle L~. The dimensions of the V(v) are 
easily bounded. These are: 
(1) d imV(v)=20+}g21 if h=0,  
(2) dim V~ __< 20 + h - 1 + IR21 otherwise. 
Let V(v) ~ be the open set of semistable parabolic bundles, and let F(v) be the 
frame-bundle of the direct image of r onV(v)  ~. 
There is a map from each F(v) to ~\~,  and the union of the images covers the 
latter set. We now estimate the dimension of the (closure of the) image of F(v). We 
have ([H, Exercise 3.22]) dim Im F(v) = dim F(v) - e where e is the infimum of the 
dimensions of the irreducible components ofthe fibres. Since the E are generated by 
sections, any automorphism of E acts nontrivially on the frames of H~ and we 
compute 
(1) e>2+dimho i fh=0and 
(2) e> 1 +d imho if h>0,  
where ho = H~ In any case the codimension of the image is bounded below 
by 40 - 3 + III + dimeSL(n)  - {20 + IN21 + h - ho - 2 + dimGL(n)} = 20 -- 2 
+ IR~I + ho - h. By Riemann-Roch this is equal to O - 1 + Iel l  + 2dl - d = 
O - 1 + IRll + ~R~(bl -- ai) -- Y'.R~(bi- a~). This gives the required bound on the 
codimension. 
We turn now to the second assertion of the lemma. The analysis is exactly as 
above, except that we replace the equality 2dl - d = ~R:(bi -- ai) -- ~R,(bi -- ai) 
by 2d I - d > 2R2(bi -- ai) - LRl(bi -- ai). [] 
Lemma 6.15. (1) The complement in ~ '~\~1 w ~2 of the set ~'~ of stable points 
has codimension >= ~ + 1 /f I [ ] > 0, and codimension >-_ g if I I 1 = O. 
(2) The complement in ~ of the set ffl ''~ of semistable points has codimen- 
sion >= ~ + 1. 
Proof The dimension of o~ is easily computed to be 40-  3 + Ill + 4 + 
dim PS L(F O. 
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We first prove (2). Consider a point in ,~r To such a point there corresponds 
a GPS E with a rank subsheaf L contradicting semistability. We can assume L is 
rank 1, and that E/L  is torsion-free outside {xl, x2}. We have 
d - 2 + ~. bi - ai - ~ bi - ai < 2 degree L - 2 dim QL. (6.7) 
R c R 
In fact E/L  can be assumed torsion-free. Suppose it is not, and let L' ~ L be the 
inverse image in E of the torsion-subsheaf of E/L.  Clearly the sets R and R c are the 
same for L and L'. Now if (degree L' - degree L) - (dim QL' _ dim QL) < 0 we 
have degree L' - degree L = 1 and dim QL' = 2, dim QL .~ O, which is not possible. 
This shows that L' satisfies (6.7). Thus E is an extension 0 ---) L1 --) E --* L2 --* 0 with 
L~ torsion-free (i.e. a line bundle) and L1 satisfying (6.7). 
Fix an integer r, with 0 < r-< 2. Fix two nonnegative integers sl, s2 with 
sa + s2 =- s < r. For q = 1,2, let dq be integers uch that dl + d2 + s = d, and let 
I = Rx wRz  be a decomposition of I such that 2 (dl + s ) -  d -  2r > - 2 + 
~R2(bi -- ai) -- Y'.R,(bi -- al). Let r' = r'(r, s) be defined by r' = 0 i fr  = 2, r' = 1 + s 
if r--- 1 andr '=4+2s i f r=0.  
Let h > 0 be an integer, and let v = (r, Sl, s2, dl, R1, h). Choose Poincar6 
bundles s on J~x a _ a~ x a2 J~ .  Let j = J~? J2 and let s denote the line bundle 
(~)*~'1  on X x J .  Let n denote the projection )~ x J ~ J .  
We define a variety V(v) -- (r, s l ,  sz, dl ,  R1, h) as follows. 
(a) We first define varieties V2(v): 
(1) If h = 0, set V2(v) = J .  Define the bundle ~" on )~ x 1/2 to be 5f'1 ~ L#~. 
(2) Write Supp R an,SY ~ = ~h>o V1 (v) with Va(v) denoting the locally closed 
subscheme of J where R~n,S f  ~ is locally free of rank h. Let V2(v) be the projective 
bundle P ({R ln ,~ '}  *) on Vl(v)~,a. On X x V2(v) there is an universal extension 
0-o ~ei(- 1)-) r  ~ 0. 
In both cases let 8~ = ov'~ @ ~,C ~' @ ~C ~. 
(b) Consider the bundle of two dimensional quotients ~ of ov~ ~ d~ such that 
the map ~ C ~ @ ~C ~ ~ ~ is an injection and the map s @ s162 @ ~, C ~ @ ~C "~ 
~ has rank r. Let V3(v) be the fibre product 
"~ X v~'~' { x v~(~P((8~)Y') } 
The sub-bundle .oq ' l ( -1)~d ~ yields, for each i e l ,  a divisor in Vs. 
(c) Let V(v) = V(r, s~, sz, dl,  R1, h) be the complement of the union of these 
divisors for i sR2 .  
Each V(v) parametrises a family of generalised parabolic sheaves 
E = E ' (~ ~,C~ q)~C ~:, where E'  occurs as an extension 0~ L'I ~ E'--* L'z---, 0 
(the extension being split if h = 0), with parabolic structures at the { Yi}n~ given by 
the sub-bundle L'I. The dimensions of the V(v) are easily bounded. These are: 
(1) d imV(v)=20+lRz l+2s+4- r ' ( r , s )  if h=0,  
(2) dim V(v) <= 20 + h - 1 + IRz{ + 2s + 4 - r'(r, s) otherwise. 
Let V(v) ~ be the open set of semistable parabolic bundles, and let F(v) be the 
frame-bundle of the direct image of o v on V(v) s~. 
As in the proof of the previous Lemma we take into account automorphisms, 
and find that the codimension is > 0 - 1 + IR~I + 2da - d + r' + 2s, and hence 
strictly greater than 0 - 1 + ]R1] + ~,2(b~ - ai) - ~tc,(bi - a~) + 2r - 2 + r'. 
This proves (1). (Note that the sheaf E'  (~ ~,C ~' ~ ~C ~: has an automorphism 
group of dimension > dim aut(E')  + 2s + s.) 
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The assertion (1) is proved similarly, the only change being that the inequality 
in (6.7) is replaced by an equality. This however does not affect he final bound. [] 
Remark 6.16. It is not true that ~,~\~,s  has codimension > 0. Points on the 
~ are never stable. The above codimension bound breaks down because one 
cannot assume that the sub-sheaf contradicting stability is rank 1. 
We need next to consider two sets of parabolic weights co and co'. Write co ~ ~o' 
if the indexing set I of the first set of weights is a subset of the indexing set I '  of the 
second set {y/}~ ~ {Yi}r compatibly, and the two sets of weights agree at the 
points { Yi}t. We have 
Lemma 6.17. Suppose g > 0 and o ~ co'. Then 
(1) /f q/~(d, ~o) is nonempty so is ~(d,  o~'). 
(2) ~ X is irreducible with a node and there exist o~-stable non-locally-free 
sheaves then there also exist el-stable non-locally-free sheaves. 
Proof We prove (1). The other statement has a similar proof. 
Clearly it is enough to consider the case I '  = I ~ {0}. For simplicity we assume 
that a Poincar6 family f f  exists on X • q/~(d, ~). (By working with an 6tale open 
set in q/x one can avoid this assumption.) Consider the projective bundle 
P -  P(~-yo). This parametrises a (4g-  3 + II' l-dimensional family of parabolic 
bundles with weights ~o'. We will show that there exist (o'-stable bundles in this 
family. 
Let (F, Q~, Qo) be a bundle in the family which is not o'-stable. Then it has a line 
sub-bundle L such that Ly o = ker(Ero ~ Q0) and 
~(b , -  a~) - ~(b , -  a,) - (bo - ao) < 2degree L - d < ~(b, -  a~) 
R ~ R '  R c 
- -  ~(b~ - -  ai) 
R 
where R - R(L) ~ I is the subset where Ly, ~ ker(Fy, ~ Qi) and R ~ =- R~ its 
complement. As in the proof of Lemma 6.14 we find that such bundles (F, Q~, Qo) 
are parametrised by a (finite) number of subvarieties of P (labelled by (R t, d l, h)), of 
dimension <_ 2g + I I I -  IRI] + h - l - ho. The codimension is therefore greater 
than 
2g-  1 + lR~l+ho-h~=g+lR~l+ 2d~-d>- -g+lR~l+ ~(b~-a~)  
Rz 
-- E(bi - ai) -- (bo - ao). 
R1 
Grouping the terms on the right as { [R , ] -  y 'g , (b , -  a~)} + ~, , (b , -  al) + 
{g - (bo - a0)} we get a positive lower bound on the codimension. [] 
Corollary 6.18. Suppose X irreducible with one node. Then there exist stable (non- 
locally-free) sheaves on X except when g = 1, d even, ]I] = 0. 
Proof It is well-known that qlx(d, co) is nonempty when X is smooth, 1I 1 = 0, 
g > 2. Now suppose X irreducible with one node. Using Lemma 3.3 we get stable 
non-locally-free sheaves when 
(1) III -- 0, g ~ 3. 
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If g = 1, III = 0 and d is odd, we get stable sheaves by taking a nontrivial 
extension 0 ~ (9 ~ E ~ L ~ 0 where L is a rank one torsion-free sheaf of degree 1. 
This covers the case 
(2) ]II = 0, g = 1, d odd. 
Further, if g = 1 and d is even, one constructs a stable parabolic bundle with 
parabolic structure at one point Yl as follows. Take two different rank one 
torsion-free sheaves L1 and L2 (one is then necessarily locally free), let 
E = LI O) L2, and take a quasi-parabolic structure Er, ~ Q~ ~0 such that 
(Li)r 1 @ ker(Ey, ~ Q1), i = 1, 2, and arbitrary weights al < bl. This yields a stable 
parabolic sheaf with 
(3) l 1] = 1, g = 1, d even. 
The above constructions of course work for nosingular X as well, and again 
using Lemma 3.3, we can add the cases 
(4) Ill = 0, g = 2, d odd. 
(5) II[ = 1, g = 2, d even. 
where again we get non-locally-free sheaves. 
The case 
(6) Ill = 0, g = 2, d even, 
can be covered by taking a suitable extension O~ L1 ~ E~ L2~ O, with 
degree L~ = --1, degree Lz = + 1. We omit the details. 
We now use Lemma 6.17 to finish the proof. [] 
Remark 6.19. Note that since stability is an open condition, if stable non-locally- 
free sheaves exist, stable locally free sheaves also must exist. Thus Corollary 6.18 
implies that if X is a nodal curve, 
O 4: ~r 4: q/x, (6.8) 
except possibly when g = 1, d even, III = 0. In fact in this case it is easy to see 
(normalising d = - 2) that ~x  = (X • X) /~ where ~ is the involution exchang- 
ing the two factors, and that (6.8) holds in this case as well. 
Appendix A. The moduli space of parabolic sheaves 
There exist two constructions of parabolic moduli spaces on curves - that of [M-S] 
and that of [B2]. Neither works in the case of a singular curve. We present in this 
Appendix a construction of the moduli space, which generalises the work of C. 
Simpson, and is applicable when the underlying curve has a nodal singularity (and 
presumably more generally). This approach to the construction of parabolic 
moduli  spaces arose out of conversations with A. Ramanathan. 
For  ease of reference we have tried to make this Appendix self-contained, at the 
risk of some repetition. 
Unless otherwise mentioned, X will denote an irreducible projective curve of 
genus g over C, smooth but for one node Xo. Let (gx(1) be an ample line bundle on 
X of degree 1, {Yi}s a finite set of smooth points on X. Let d denote an integer, the 
degree (to be chosen below). Fix another integer k > 0, and also, for each i e I 
integers 0 < cti < fll < k. We set n = d + 2(1 - g) and let l denote the number 
determined by 
nk = 2kllI + 2 l -  ~(~,  +/3,). (A.I) 
i 
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We assume that the data are such that l is integer, i.e. that dk + ~(~ + fl~) is even 
Let a~ = ~i/k, b~ = flffk. Set co = {(al, b~)}I. Note that 0 < al < bi < 1. The usual 
range assumed is 0 < ai < bi < 1. (This is not a significant difference since the 
definition of stability only involves the difference b~ - ai. However, the construc- 
tion below certainly requires a, > 0.) 
We wish to construct he moduli space q/x of s-equivalence classes of semi- 
stable rank 2 torsion-free sheaves on X with parabolic structures at the { Y,}I (with 
weights ~o). It will be clear from the construction that it works for an irreducible 
curve with an arbitrary of nodes. In particular X could be smooth. 
Definition A.la. Let F be rank2 torsion-free sheaf on X. By a quasi-parabolic 
structure on F at a smooth point x ~ X we mean a choice of a one-dimensional 
quotient F, ~ Q --  0 of the fibre of F at the point x. If in addition real numbers 
("weights") a < b are given, this is a parabolic structure. 
We shall refer to a torsion-free sheaf with parabolic structures at the { Y~}I (with 
weights co) as a "parabolic sheaf". 
Definition A.lb. A parabolic sheaf F is said to be stable (respectively, semistable) 
with if for every rank one subsheaf L of F such that F/L is torsion-free we have 
par degree L < )(par degreeF') .  
(resp. ~ 2) 
The parabolic degree of F is by definition par degree F = d + ~(a~ + b~); given 
a rank one subsheaf L c F such that F/L is torsion-free, its parabolic degree is by 
definition par degree L = degreeL + ~Roa~ + ~Rb~ where R c I is the subset of 
i~I such that Ly, c ker(Fy,-- Q~) and R ~ its complement. 
Remark A.2. The condition for (semistability can be written 
2degreeL < d + ~(b~-  ai) - ~(b~ - a~). (A.2) 
(resp. <)  R e R 
In particular this implies 
2degree L < d + Jl[. (A.3) 
Theorem XI. There exists a (coarse) moduli space ql'(X, d, vJ) of stable parabolic 
sheaves F. We have an open immersion ql~(X, d, o))~ql(X, d, co) where all(X, d, ~o) 
denotes the space of s-equivalence lasses of semistable parabolic sheaves. The latter 
is a projective variety. If X is smooth, then q," is normal, with rational singularities. 
(The notion of s-equivalence of parabolic sheaves is defined as in the case of 
vector bundles, using [$2, Troisi6me Partie, Theorem 12]. In the notation of that 
theorem we say that two parabolic sheaves F~ and F2 are s-equivalent if 
Gr(F1) = Gr(F2).) 
The rest of this Appendix will be devoted to a proof of Theorem X 1. By Remark 
2.2 we are free to choose d as large as we wish. 
Lemma A.3. There exists an integer N 1 > 0 such that Jbr any semistable parabolic 
sheaf F of rank 2 and euler characteristic > N1 
(1) F is generated by its sections, and 
(2) Ha(F) = O. 
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Proof One imitates the proof of IN, Lemma (5.2)'] and uses equation (A.3). Note 
that the constant 6' in the statement of the quoted lemma can be majorised by q [N, 
page 165]. [] 
Remark A.4. The method of proof shows the following: Suppose F is a rank 
2 parabolic sheaf (not necessarily semistable) such that for every torsion-free 
quotient F~ L~ 0 we have h~ > N1/2 - III- Then Hi(F)  = O. 
Choose d large enough that for any parabolic semistable F of degree d, H~ 
generates F, H~(F)= 0. (One can do this without loss of generality because of 
Remark 2.2). Let Q denote the Quot scheme [G]  of coherent sheaves over X which 
are quotients of go", where n = d + 2( 1 - g), with Hilbert Polynomial P equal to 
that of any such F, i.e. P(m) = 2m + n. Thus there is on X • Q a sheaf o~Q, fiat over 
Q, and a surjection (9" ~ ~Q ~ 0. The Quot scheme is a projective scheme [G]:  
there exists an integer Ml (n) such that for m > M1 (n) we have (denoting the vector 
space n~ by W): 
(1) for every point (9" ~ F ~ 0 in the Quot scheme, if we let K be the kernel, we 
have HI(K(m)) = 0, so that the map C"| W~ H~ is onto, and 
(2) the map Q~ Grassp(m) (C"| W) given by (1) is an closed embedding. 
We define another (complete) scheme ~ as follows. For i ~ I, consider the sheaf 
o~y, on Q given by restricting ~-o to {y~} x Q, and let Ftag(1.2)(o~y,) bethe relative 
Flag variety of locally-free quotients of o~y, of rank (1, 2) [EGA-I, 9.9.2]. The 
scheme ~t is then a fibre product over Q: 
= x QF lago ,2) (~- r ,  ). 
i e l  
Notation A.5. A (closed) point o f~ will be given by a point (9" ~F  --* 0 in the Quot 
scheme, together with quotients F er, i Qr, i~  0, where Qr,~ is a skyscraper sheaf 
supported at the (reduced) point y~, with h~ = r, r = 1, 2, the p,.~ satisfying 
kerp2,1 ~ kerpl.~. We let p,, denote the map (9"(m)--* F(m). 
We have a SL(n)-equivariant embedding ~ G where 
G ~ Grasst,(,,)(C"| W) x x {Grass2(C') x Grassl(Cn)}. 
i 
Each factor on the right has a canonical ample generator of the Picard group. We 
give G the polarisation (using the obvious notation): 
l 
- -  x x { (k  - -  ill), (fl, - -  oq)} .  (A .4 )  
rn  i 
This gives a linearisation of the SL(n) action. 
Let ~ss denote the subset of closed points of ~ such that the corresponding 
parabolic sheaves are semistable (in particular torsion-free), and the map 
H~ C" ~ H~ is an isomorphism. We will prove below that for large enough 
choices of n and m these are precisely the semistable points for the action of SL(n) 
on ~ (in the sense of Geometric Invariant Theory) w.r.t, this polarisation. This will 
yield the existence of q /and also show, incidentally, that semistability is an open 
condition for parabolic sheaves and that ~ss is (the set of closed points of) an open 
subscheme. 
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At a point (P, {(P2,i, PI,I)} e G we shall denote by (U, {(Uz,,, U,,,)}z) the 
respective quotients, Note that if the point (P, {(P2,i, PL3}3 is the image of 
(P, {(P2,,, P~.,)}~) e ~ then P = H~ P~,, = H~ and H~ = U~.~. 
We have a straightforward generalisation of [N-T, Proposition 5.1.1] (see also 
[Si, Proposition 4.3]) whose proof we omit: 
Proposition A.6. A point ( P, { ( Pz, ~, PL i)},) e G is stable (respectively, semistable) for 
the action of SL(n), with respect o the polarisation (A.4) (we refer to this from now on 
as GIT-stability), iff for all nontrivial subspaces H c C" we have (with h -~ dim H) 
1 (hP(m) - ndim P(H|  W)) + ~(k  - fl~)(2h - ndim P2.~(H)) 
m i 
+ ~(fli - ei)(h - ndim P,,i(H)) < 0. (A.5) 
i ( resp.  ~ ) 
Notation A.7. Given a point (p, { (p2, i, Pl, ~)}~) r ~ (as in A.5), and a subsheaf F' of 
F we set Qr~i'~=pr.i(F'). Similarly, given a quotient F rG~0,  set 
G/T(ker pr, i) = Q/pr, d ker T) = Qr, 
Lemma A.8. Suppose (p, { (pz, i, p l, i)}1) ~ ~ is a point such that F is torsionfree and 
let m be a positive integer. Then F is stable (respectively, semistable) iff fi~r every 
subshear 0 # F' # F we have: 
l (z (F ' )P(m) _ nz( f ' (m)))  + ~'(k - fl~)(2z(F') - nh~ 
m i 
nhOt,'le , ~ +~(f l i - -o~i) (z(F ' ) - -  ~:1,i , < O. (A.6) 
i ( resp.  < ) 
Proof. For any subsheaf F' of F let LHS(F') denote the left-hand side of (A.6). 
Assume first that the inequality holds for every proper subsheaf. Let F' be a proper 
nonzero subsheaf such that F/F' is torsion-flee. For any such F' (which is necessar- 
ily of rank 1) we have by Riemann-Roch, 
LHS(F') = --/m (x(F')(2m + n) -n (m + z(F')))+ ~(F')(2~. (k -  fli)+ ~(fl i--cx,)) 
! ~'  ( R __ O~i) - -  ~ E( f l i  - -  O~i) - -  ~R (f l  i - -  O~i) - n (k  - ~ i )  + z / _ , v 
i ~ \R  c 
=l(2)~(F" -n )+ (2z (F ' ) - -n ) (~ (k -  B')+ 89176 
5 Re R 
=5(2degree -d )  21+2k l l ] -~( f l i+~)  
i 
2(~R ~( f l i -O~i ) -~( f l i - (X i )  
= ~- (2degreeF' - d) + ~(bi - ai) - y~(b, - a,) , 
R R c 
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where in the last step we use (A.1). Comparison with equation (A.2) shows that F is 
(semi)stable if (A.6) is satisfied. 
Suppose now that F is (semi)stable and F' is a proper subsheaf. The above 
computations yield the desired inequality when F/F' is torsion-free. Suppose now 
that F/F' is not torsion-free. We will show that LHS(F ' )<0.  Write 
0 ~ F ' - *  if'--* 5 -~ 0 where 9-  is torsion, f f '~F  and F/if' is torsion-free. Let 
3- = ~ + }-'~--~ where 5"~ is the subsheaf of ~'- determined by the requirement that 
its stalk at y, is the same as that of S". Clearly LHS(F')  < O. We will now show that 
LHS(F')  - LHS(ff') < O: 
1 oar  LHS(F')  -- LHS(P)  = -- --(h ( J ) (2m + n) - nh~ 
m 
( 
n~(k  h o v, h o r - - /~,) (  (Q~, , ) -  (O~,i)) 
h o F' h o ~' + -~ , ) ) (  (Q~, , ) -  (O,,,)) ) i 
<= -- nkh~ f f  -) - n~ h~ J-~) { k - ( k - ill) - (fli - cq)} 
i 
= __ nkhO(ff -) - n~h~ 
i 
where we have used h~ - h~ < h~ Since by assumption cq > 0 we 
have the required inequality. [] 
The next two lemmas are generalisations of [Si, Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9] respec- 
tively. 
Lemma A.9. There exists M2(n ) => Ml(n) such that for M > ME(n) the following 
holds. Suppose (p, {(P2, i, Px./)}i) ~ ~ is a point such that H~ C" ~ H~ F) is an 
isomorphism and, for every subsheaf F' of F generated by sections we have 
1 (hO(F,)P(m) _ nz(F'(m))) + ~(k  - fl i)(2h~ ') - nh ~ 2, if! ~l 
m i 
+ ~(fl i  o~i)(hO(F , ) _  o v, - -  nh  (Q l , i ) )  < 0. (A.7) 
i ( resp .  _-< ) 
Then the point is GIT-(semi)stable. 
Proof. For H c C" let F~ denote the subsheaf of F generated by H, define Ku by 
the exact sequence: 0-~ Bin-~ H | (9x--* F'n ~ O. Now, for all points of Q and all 
subspaces H the sheaves F~ run over a bounded family, as do the sheaves KH. 
Therefore we can find M2(n) such that for m > M2(n) we have hl(F'n(m)) = 0 and 
h'(Kn(m)) = 0 for all such F~ and Kn. 
Note now that 
(1) d imH < h~ 
H ~ ~ and (2) P, , i (H))= ~2,  i, 
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(3) dim P(H|  W) = z(F 'n(m))  for m > M2(n) (by the previous paragraph). 
The Lemma now follows from Proposition (A.6) [] 
Lemma A.10. There exists M3(n ) ~ M2(n) such that for  m >= M3(n) the Jbl lowin9 
holds. Suppose (p, {(P2,i, P l , i )} i )e~ is a point which is GIT-semistable then 
Cn ~ H~ is an isomorphism, and Jor all quotients F ~ G ~ 0 we have 
0 G l( - 2h~ + nr(G)) + ~(k  - fl,)( - 2h~ + nh (Q2,i)) 
i 
- nh  ~ ~ <- O. (A.8) +~(f l i  ai)( -- h~ + ~1. i , , _  
i 
Proof. Denote by H1 the kernel of the map C"~ H~ Note that Pr.i(H1) = O, 
and P(Ha | W)= 0. But this implies, by (A.5), that H1 = 0. This proves that 
C"~ H~ is an injection. 
Suppose now that G is a quotient contradicting (A.8), i.e. 
nhOttlG xx l (2h~ + nr(G)) + ~(k  - f i i ) (2h~ + ~,~2,iH 
i 
- -  nh  (Ql, i))  < 0. (A.9) + ~( f i i  ai)( - h~ - o 
i 
Let H be the kernel of the map C"~ H~ and let F' be the subsheaf of 
F generated by H. From (A.9) we conclude that h~ < n, and from this and the 
definition of H and F' that 
(1) d imH >= n - h~ >0,  
(2) r(F ' )  + r(G) __< 2, and 
0 F' (3) h~176 + h (O2, i) < r, 
h ~ ~ dimPr i(H). (4) t~2, if = 
Combining these inequalities with (A.9) we get (with h = dim H as before) 
- l (2h  - n r (F ' ) ) -  ~(k  - f l0 (2h-  n dim PE, i(H)) 
i 
- ~( f l i -  a i)(h - nd imP l . i (H) )  < O. 
i 
For large m >= M(F ' )  we can replace the first term by I /m(h P(m)  - nz(F ' (m))) ,  
which equals l /m(hP(m) -nd imP(H|  provided m >= M2. Since the F"s 
range over a bounded family we can fine M3(n) > M2(n) so that M3(n) -> M(F ' )  
for all F"s. Now, if m > M3(n) we have 
I 
- - (hP(m)  - n dim P(H | W))  - ~(k  - fli)(2h - n dim P2, i(H))  
m i 
- ~'.(fli -- a i)(h - nd imP l . i (H) )  < O. 
i 
But this contradicts (A.5) which holds by GIT semistability. Thus (A.8) is now 
established. 
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Let now L be a rank 1 torsion-free quotient of F. Then we have, by (A.8), 
h~ n /2 - I I I .  This implies, since n >N~, that H i (F )=0 and therefore 
h~ = n. (See Remark A.4). This proves that the map C" ~ H~ is an isomor- 
phism. [] 
We now state the analogue of [Si, Theorem 2]: 
Proposition A.11. There exists an integer N > O, and given n > N and, an integer 
M(n)  > 0 such that for m > M(n) the following is true. A point 
(P, {(P2, i, Pl, i )}l)E ,~ is GIT-stable (respectively, GIT-semistable) iff the quotient 
F is torsion-free and a stable (respectively, semistable) sheaf, and the map C" -* H~ 
is an isomorphism. 
We will need the following 
Lemma A.12. There exists N2 >-_ N~ such that the following holds. I f  F is a semistable 
parabolic sheaf with Euler characterstic n >= N2: 
(1) V F' c F we have 
l(2h~ ') - r(F')n) + ~(k  - fl~)(2h~ ') - nh~ (Q 2,1))F' 
i 
+ ~,(fli cti)(hO(F , ) _  o e, - nh  (Q2,/)) < 0. 
i 
(2) If, for some F' c F, equality holds in (A.10) then, for any m >= 1, 
l _ nhO~t3F" i~ - - ( z (F ' )P (m)  - nz(F'(m))) + ~,(k - f l i ) (2z(f '  ) ~2,  i,j 
m i 
(A.10) 
+ ~( f l i - -  ai)(x(F') o r - nh  (QLi ) )  = 0. (A.11) 
i 
Proof Let F~ denote the terms in the canonical filtration [H-N]  of F' (the filtration 
being defined ignoring parabolic structures), let Qi = F~/F~_ ~. Let/~(F) denote the 
slope (degreeF)/(rankF).  Then h~ ') <= ~ih~ #(Qi) <= l~(F) + c1II for some 
constant c. Also, by [Si, Corollary 2.5] we have, when h~ > 0 the inequality 
h~ <-_ r(Qi)(l~(Qi) + BI) for some constant B1. Let v = inf{/~(Qi)]] h~ > 0}. 
Then h~ ') < (r(F') -- 1)(#(F) + clt l  + nl )  + (v + n~). I fv __< ~(F)  - C (C to be 
fixed below) this yields h~ ') < r(F')2 n + B2 - C for some constant B2; thus for 
such F' the left hand side of (A.t0) is less than or equal to 
h~ 2k,I[  - ~(f l i  + cq) ) -  
= nk(B 3 -- C) 
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where the last equality defines B 3. Choosing C > B 3 we get the desired inequality 
(which is in fact strict - this will be relevant for the proof of part (2) of the lemma) 
for subsheaves F' satisfying v </~(F) - C. On the other hand we can arrange (by 
taking n > N2, N2 large enough) that all stable bundles Q with rank < 2 and 
#(Q) >/ l (F )  -- C have H'(Q) = 0, yielding, for F' contradicting v < g(F) - C, the 
equality Z(F'(m)) = h~ for m > 0. Then (A.6) implies (A.10) for such U. Part 
(2) of the lemma now follows easily. [] 
Proof of Proposition A.11. Choose N = Nz where N2 is determined by the above 
lemma. The proof of the "if" part is now similar to the proof of [Si, Theorem 2], 
where the first step of the proof has been isolated in Lemma A.12. 
We sketch the proof of the "only if" part. Suppose (p, {(P2,~, Pl,~)}t)~ N' is 
a point which is GIT-(semi)stable. Note that by Lemma A.10, C" ~ H~ is an 
isomorphism. Let z = TorF ,  G = F/z and apply Lemma A.10, noting that 
h~ = n h~ h~ 2-  o ~ o G hOttl~ - = h (Q2, i) and t~l, if .  h (QL i )= 1 -  We get 
kh~ < ~'(k - fli)h~ + (fli - ~,)h~ 
i 
from which one can easily conclude (since ~i > 0) that z = 0. 
Proof of Theorem X1. The proof of the first part of the theorem (existence of 0//) is 
now similar to the proof of [Si, Theorem 2]. That ~//is projective follows from the 
GIT construction. The other properties of 0//follow from the corresponding facts 
about ~ss, again by GIT. Consider for example the case when X is smooth. Define 
Qv to be the open subscheme of Q consisting of locally-free quotients (9" ~ F ~ 0) 
such that 
(1) C ~ ~ H~ is an isomorphism, and 
(2) H i (F )  = 0. 
Let ~t. be the inverse image of QF by the projection ~ ~ Q. This is a bundle over 
Qv, 
~F = x Q~Flagll. 2) (~y,). 
i e I  
The projection NF -~ QF is smooth, and Qr itself can be proved to be smooth (in 
particular i reducible) as in [N, Remark 5.5]. Thus Nv is smooth, and hence so is its 
open subscheme ~ss. This yields irreducibility and normality of ~//; it also follows 
that q/has rational singularities [Bo]. 
For X a nodal curve, N~s can be similarly proved to be reduced and irreducible 
defining Qv as above, but replacing "locally-free quotients" by "torsion-free quo- 
tients". In this case Qv is not smooth. That it is irreducible can be seen as before. 
That it is reduced is the main result of [S2,Huiti6me Partie, I l l ] ,  where in fact it is 
proved that given q e Qv the completion (gq is reduced. [] 
Appendix B. Generalised parabolic sheaves 
Ba. The moduli space of generalised parabolic sheaves 
The notation of the previous Appendix holds. In addition let X be the normalisa- 
tion of X, ~ = g - 1 the genus of.~, and n:)~ - ,  X the canonical map. Let {xl, x2} 
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be the inverse image of Xo in X. Set ~ - d + 2(1 - g), and define Tby 
fik = 2k]I] - 2T -  ~(~,  +/3,). 
i 
(Note t /=  n + 2, and l '= l + k.) 
We wish to construct he moduli  space ~ of s-equivalence classes of semistable 
rank 2 sheaves on X with parabol ic structures at the {Yi}t (with weights 8)  and 
a generalised parabol ic structure over {Xa, x2 }. 
Definition B.1. Let E be a rank 2 sheaf, torsion-free outside {xl ,  Xz }, with para- 
bolic structures over {Yl}~. A generalised parabolic structure on E over the divisor 
{ x l, x 2 } is a choice of a two-dimensional quotient Q of Ex~ (~ Ex~. We do not define 
a generalised quasiparabolic structure since a certain choice of "generalised 
weights" is assumed. A parabol ic sheaf with, in addition, a generalised parabol ic 
structure over {xl,  x2}, is a generalised parabolic sheaf(GPS). A GPS E is said to 
be stable (respectively, semistable) with respect o the weights co if for every proper 
subsheaf E' such that E/E' is torsion-free outside { xl ,  x2 }, we have 
rank E' 
par degreeE' < - -  (par degree E) - (rank E' - dim QE,) (B.1) 
.esp. _<) 2 
where, for any subsheaf E' we denote by QE, the image of E~,, ~ E~,2 in Q. 
Theorem X2. There exists a (coarse) moduli space ~'~()~, d, co) of stable GVSs on X. 
We have an open immersion ~(X,  d, co )~(X ,  d, ~o) where ~(X,  d, ~o) denotes the 
space of s-equivalence lasses of semistable GPS's. The former is a smooth variety; the 
latter a normal projective variety with rational singularities. 
B.2. Outline of  Proof of  Theorem X2 
(1) Lemma A.3 is replaced by the following result: There exists an integer N'1 > 0 
such that .for any semistable generalised parabolic sheaf E ~ rank 2 and euler 
characteristic > N'x we have H'(E( - xl - x2 - x)) = O, x E X. This ensures that 
H I (E )=0,  E is generated by sections, H~ is onto, and 
E( -- xl - x2) is generated by sections. 
(2) Let P(m) = 2m + ft. Define 
~ '  = Grassz(Sx, ~8~)  x O{ x 0F lag . ,  2)(6~r,)} 
i e l  
(3) Define 
G' - Grasse(m)(C n| W) x Grass2(C ~ | C 2) x x { Grass2(C a) x Grass1 (C~)}. 
i 
(4) Define the polaristion on G': 
( l ' --  k) 
- -  x k x x { (k  - f l i ) ,  ( f l ,  - cq)}. 
m i 
(B.2) 
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(5) Replace (A.5) by 
( l ' -  k) 
- -  (hP(m) - fi dim P(H | W)) + k(2h - ~ dim Po(H | C2)) 
m 
+ ~(k  - fl,)(2h - ~dimP2,~(H)) + ~( f l , -  a,)(h - ~dimP~,,(H))  < O, 
i i ( resp .  < ) 
where PG is the projection in the second factor of G'. 
(6) Replace (A.6) by 
i f -k )  
- -  (z (E ' )P(m) - fix(E'(m))) + k(2z(E') - ~h~ 
m 
~lhO(t"lE, x~ ,.,xS l , i ]v < O. + ~(k - flr - ,zz,  oJ + ~(fl,  - a,)(Z(E') - fih~ '" 
i i ( resp .  < ) 
The rest of the proof of Theorem X1 goes through with obvious modifications 
except hat we cannot assume that the sheaves involved are torsion-free at Xl and x2. 
The fact that ~,~s is reduced, irreducible and normal is proved in Appendix C 
(Lemma C.2 and Proposition C.3). 
For example, the analogue of Proposition A.11 is the following result. (We 
denote a point of Grass/(C"| C 2) by P2.) 
Proposition B.3. There exists N' and M' such that for ~ > N' and m > M' the 
following is true. A point (p, P2, { (P2, i, Pl. i)}i) e ~'  is GIT-stable (respectively, GI T- 
semistable) iff the quotient E is torsion-free outside { xx, x2 } and a stable (respectively, 
semistable) generalised parabolic sheaf, and the map C ~ --* H~ E) is an isomorphism. 
Remark B.4. Note that if (E, Q) is a semistable GPS, Tot E is supported on the 
reduced subscheme {xl, xz} and 
(Yor E)x, @ (Tor E)x2 ~ Q. (B.3) 
This follows from (B.1). 
Remark B.5. The above construction of the moduli space also shows that ~ is 
open in ~'  and hence, by a standard argument, semistability is an open property for 
GPS's. 
Bb. S-equivalence of generalised parabolic sheaves 
We enlarge the category of GPS's by adopting the following more general defini- 
tion. For simplicity we assume that no "ordinary" parabolic points are present. It 
should be noted that the detailed description of s-equivalence given below (Prop- 
osition B.15) is not really needed. Corollary B.17 and Proposition C.7(4) are the 
lonly places where it is used; and one can give direct proofs of these without using 
Proposition B.15. 
Definition B.6. A generalised m-parabolic structure on a sheaf E over the divisor 
{Xl, x2} is a choice of an m-dimensional quotient Q of Ex,~Ex2. A sheaf with 
a generalised m-parabolic structure will be called a m-GPS, or GPS for short. 
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A GPS E is said to be stable (respectively, semistable) if E is torsion-free outside 
{xl, x2}, and 
(1) if rank E > 0 then for every proper subsheaf E' such that E/E' is torsion-free 
outside {x,, x2} we have 
rank E(degreeE' -- dimQE') < rank E'(degree E - m). (B.4) 
( resp .  -<  ) 
(2) If rank E = 0, then we have Ex~ ~Ex2 = Q and dim Q = 1 (respectively 
Ex, OEx2 = Q). 
(For any subsheaf E', we denote by Q~' the image of E~, 1 @E;,2 in Q). 
Definition B.7. If (E, Q) is a GPS, and rank E > 0 set 
(degree E -- dim Q) 
~G[(E, Q)]  = 
rank E 
Examples B.8. (1) Any torsion-sheaf z supported on { x, ,  x2 } is in a canonical way 
a semistable GPS: one takes Q = z~, @~ zx2. Such a GPS is stable iff degree z = 1. 
(2) A line bundle L with a one-dimensional quotient Q of Lx, ~ Lx2 is a semi- 
stable GPS. It is stable iff each map L~ ~ Q is nonzero. 
9 . . J . 
(3) A hne bundle L with a two-dimensional quotient Q of L~, GLx2 is a semi- 
stable 2-GPS. It is never stable9 
It is useful to think of a m-GPS as a sheaf E on X together with a map 
rc,E ~ xoQ -* O, with Q being thought of as a sheaf on X supported on the reduced 
point Xo, with h~ = m. In this subsection we will omit the (pre-)subscript Xo. Let 
Ke denote the kernel of the sheaf map 7r,E-~ Q. 
Definition B.9. A morphism ofGPS's (E, Q) ~ (E", Q") is a sheaf map E ~ E" which 
maps KE to KE,, (and therefore induces a map Q ~ Q"). 
Definition B.10. Given an exact sequence 0 ~ E' --* E ~ E" ~ 0 of sheaves on )~, 
and 7t,E ~ Q ~ 0 a GP  structure on E we define GP  structures on E' and E" via the 
diagram: 
0 ~ ~,E'  ~ ~,E  ~ ~,E" ~ 0 
0 --, Q' --, Q --, Q" - ,  0 
(The first horizontal sequence is exact because ~ is finite, Q' is defined as the image 
in Q of n ,E '  so that the first vertical arrow is onto, Q" is defined by demanding that 
the second horizontal sequence is exact, and finally the third vertical arrow is onto 
by the snake lemma.) We will sometimes write 0 ~ (E', Q') --* (E, Q) ~ (E", Q") ~ 0; 
the meaning of such a sequence is clear. 
A morphism (E, Q) ~ (E", Q") of GPS's factors: 
(E, Q) --, (E", Q") 
T 
(W,Q, )  --, (W, QT) - ,  o 
T 
0 0 
We have the following Lemmas, whose proofs we omit. 
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Lemma B.11. Let (E, Q) be a GPS with rank E > 0, and suppose E is torsion-fi'ee 
outside { xl ,  x2 }. Then the followino are equivalent: 
(1) (E, Q) is (semi)stable. 
(2) For every proper sub-GPS (E', Q') we have 
rankE(degreeE' - dimQ') < rankE'(degreeE - dimQ). 
(resp.  ~ ) 
(3) For every proper quotient GPS(E", Q") we have 
rankE(degreeE" - dimQ") < rankE"(degreeE-  dimQ). 
(resp. > ) 
Lemma B.12. Let (E, Q) (E , Q ) be a morphism ofsemistable GPS's. Assume that 
/ frank E 4:0 and rankE" + 0, then /~6[(E, Q)] = po[(E", Q")]. Then the kernel 
and cokernel are semistable GPS's. I f  both (E, (2) and (E", Q") are stable GPS's the 
morphism must be an isomorphism or zero. 
Proposition B.13. Fix ~ a rational number. Then the category of semistable GPS's 
(E,Q) such that rankE = 0 or, rankE >0,  with #G[(E,Q)] = It, is an abelian, 
artinian, noetherian category whose simple objects are the stable GPS's in the 
category. 
One can conclude as usual that given a semi-stable GPS it has a Jordan-Holder 
filtration. 
Definition B.14. Two semistable GPS's are said to be s-equivalent if they have the 
same "associated graded" GPS. 
Proposition B.15. The s-equivalence classes of rank 2 2-GPS's are the following: 
(1) I f(E, Q) is a stable GPS then E is necessarily a vector bundle, and both maps 
Exj ~ Q are isomorphisms. Two such GPS's are s-equivalent iff they are isomorphic. 
(2) I f  d is even, consider GPS's (E,Q) such that E is an extension 
O-~ L1~ E ~ L2 ~ O with degreeL v= d/2, p- -  1,2, and such that the induced 
parabolic structure on Lt is stable (i.e. the maps (L1)x, ~ Q have the same one- 
dimensional image Q1 - denote by Q2 the quotient Q/QI.) All such GPS's with 
(L1, Q1) and (L2, Q2) fixed form an s-equivalence class. 
(3) Consider extensions 0 -* E ~ E ~ z -~ 0, or extensions 0 ~ z -~ E ~ E ~ O, 
with z a torsion-sheqf o degree 1 supported at x~ , with the induced structureon E that 
of a stable 1-GPS-denote by (/~, (~) this structure. All such GPS's with (E, Q)flxed 
form an s-equivalence class. (Included in this equivalence class is the case when E is 
locally-free, the marl Exz ~ Q has one-dimensional image Q, the map Ex~ -~ Q is an 
isomorphism, and E is the kernel of the sheaf map E ~ Q/Q -* 0, Q/Q being thought of 
as a sheaf supported at xl.) 
(4) I f  d is even, consider extensions as in the previous case, with E an extension 
0~L 1~/~L2~0 or 0~L2-~E~LI -~0 degreeL1 =d/2,  degreeLl = 
d/2 - l, the induced generalised parabolic structure on Lj is stable, and that on L2 
trivial. Such GPS's with fixed (L1, Q) and L2 .form an s-equivalence class. 
(5) Same as (3) with x2 in place of xl .  
(6) Same as (4) with x2 in place of xl .  
(7)(i) Extensions 0-..,/~---*E---~Zl(~T2--*0, or  extensions O~ z lGz2- - ,  
E ~/~ ~ 0, with zj a torsion-sheaf o _ degree I supported at x j, with the induced 
generalised parabolic structure on E trivial, E a stable bundle. (ii) Extensions 
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0 --*/~1 --* E --. z --* 0, or extensions 0 ~z l  -~ E -~ Et ~ 0, with the induced structure 
on E1 that of a unstable 1-GPS, with E1 in turn an extension of z2 by E,, with the 
induced parabolic structure on E trivial. (iii) The same as (ii) with the roles of xl and 
x2 reversed. All such GPS's with a fixed E form an s-equivalence class. (Included in 
this equivalence class are the cases when E is locally-free, the maps Ex, -~ Q have 
one-dimensional images Q j, and E is the kernel of the sheaf map E ~ QI O)Q2, the Qj 
being thought of as sheaves upported on the .{ x j}.) 
(8) I f  d is even, the same as above, with E an extension O ~ L1 --* E ~ L2 --* 0, 
degree Lp = d/2 - 1. 
(9) Extensions O ~ E ~ E ~ z ~ O, or extensions O ~ z ~ E ~ E---, O, with 
z a torsion-sheaf o  degree 2 supported at xt ,  with the induced generalised parabolic 
structure on E trivial, E a stable bundle. All such extensions, with E.fixed, form an 
s-equivalence class. (Included in this equivalence class is the case when E is locally- 
.free, the map E~ --* Q is zero.) 
(10) The same as above, with E an extension 0-~ L1--*E-~ L2~0,  
degree Lp = d/2 - 1, p = 1, 2. 
(11) Same as (9) with x2 in place of xx. 
(12) Same as (10) with x2 in place of xl .  
Remark B.16. In case (3) above the Jordan Holder filtration has two terms, with 
one of the factors a torsion sheaf of length one and the other a stable 1-GPS. In case 
(7) and (9) the filtration has three terms, with one term a stable rank two bundle and 
the other two torsion sheaves of length one each. 
Corollary B.17. Every semistable GPS(E',Q') is sequivalent to a semistable 
GPS (E, Q) with E locally free. 
Appendix C. The singularities of moduli space of generalised parabolic sheaves 
The notation of the previous Appendix holds. For simplicity we assume [I] = 0. 
Including ordinary parabolic points makes no difference to the following consider- 
ations. 
Notation C.1. Define ~vt ~to be the set of (closed) points ((_gn--, E--* 0, Q) in ~' ,  
where C n -~ H~ is an isomorphism, Hi(E(  - xt - x2 -- x)) = 0 for x E )~, and 
(T) Tore  is supported on the reduced subscheme {Xl,X2} and 
(Tor E)xl 9 (Tor E)x~q Q. 
Requiring that H~(E( - xl - x2 - x)) = 0 ensures that H i (E)  = 0, E is gener- 
ated by sections, H~ Ex~@Ex2 is onto, and E( -  xl -x2)  is generated by 
sections. 
We will see below that guy is the set of closed points of an open subscheme of ~'. 
We will continue to denote this subscheme by af'. Clearly then 
~,ss~ ~ ~,. 
open open  
Lemma C.2. The set of points where the conditions of Notation C.1 hold is open. ~ is 
irreducible, as in ~t 'Ss. 
Proof We first check that Jg is open. Consider the flat family of sheaves F on X, 
parametrised by/r constructed as in w via the sequence: 
0--," .~  (~•162162 ~ ~o.~ O. 
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Consideration (T) precisely determines the points (E, Q) where F is torsion- 
free on X (Lemma 4.6(1)). This can be seen to be an open condition using 
[EGA-IV, (12.2.1)]. The other conditions in the definition of oug are clearly 
open. 
Next we prove the irreducibility of ~'f (which, clearly, implies that of ~'~.) Let 
~ .  be the open subscheme of ~ consisting of locally-free sheaves. This is a grass- 
mannian bundle over I~F (4.5b). That (~F is irreducible iseasy to see by a standard 
argument IN, Remark 5.5]; hence so is ~ . .  We will show, in the course of the proof 
of the next proposition, that ~ is dense in o~. [] 
Proposition C.3. ~ is reduced, normal, Gorenstein and has rational singularities. 
Hence the same holds for ~,ss. 
Proof. The claim is obvious at a point (E, Q) corresponding to a torsion-free sheaf, 
where in fact the space is smooth. 
We divide the rest of the proof into steps. Let ( (9~ E ~ 0, Q) be a point of o~, 
with P denoting the projection Exl (~ Ex2 --* Q, and assume E is not locally free. We 
shall use Lemma 4.18 and Proposition 4.19 without comment. 
Step 1. The simplest nontrivial case is when rx~ = 0 and the map d~x, ~ 3 is 
s urjective at (E, Q) and hence in an open neighbourhood U ~ ~'. Define the sheaf 
r in this neighbourhood bythe exact sequence 0 --, g~ g --, xl-~ ~ 0 (where ~ is 
the sheaf on X • ~'  got by pulling back ~ from ~'  and then restricting to 
{x~}x~');  at the point (E,Q) we have, with obvious notation 
0 ~ E--* E ~ x,Q --* 0. It follows from the definition of ogY that /~ is locally free, 
dimH~ = ~ - 2,/~ is generated by global sections, and H ~ (/~) = 0 -  all this will 
continue to be true in a possibly smaller neighbourhood, say U'. (To see why/~ is 
generatedby sections use the following fact: there are exact sequences 
0~/~'  --* E~ z~ --+ 0and 0~ z2 ~ E( - x~ - x2)--,/~'~ 0 where/~' isthe image of 
the map E( - Xl - x2)~ E, and rl and z2 are torsion sheaves.) 
Consider the fibre-product B of the frame bundle of the zeroth direct image of 
onto U' with the frame bundle of 2. One has a smooth morphism B ~ U'. 
Let now 01 be the Quot scheme of rank2degreed-2  quotients 
(9~- 2 __./~ ~ 0, and 0~' the open subset of locally-free quotients with vanishing first 
cohomology such that the map C ~ 2 ~ HO(/~) is an isomorphism. The space 01F is 
smooth. Consider on OF I the bundle E -= Extl(~C 2, ~) of extensions [La] where 
~C 2 is the skyscraper sheaf on the (reduced) point x~ with C 2 as fibre. On X x E 
there is an exact sequence of sheaves flat over E :0~ ~7~-*~,C2- -+0.  Let 
W denote the total space of the vector bunle Hom(~7~:, (92) on E. 
There is a smooth morphism B ~ W. On the other hand W is smooth which 
shows the same for the original point (E, Q). 
Step 2. We next turn to the case when z~ = 0, ~,  4 = 0, and the map (g)~, ~ ~ is 
not surjective. Let F denote the frame-bundle of .~, and consider a point 
(F r :Q~ C2)eF  above (E, Q) where p~oFroP: z~,--+ C is an isomorphism (Pl 
denoting the projection to the first co-ordinate C 2 --* C.). The map P1 - ps 
g~, ~ C is nonzero in some neighbourhood, say F1. On )~ x t?Ft define 8 by the 
sequence 0 ~ o~ oPp-~ 1C ~ 0. As in Step 1 one sees that in a possibly smaller neigh- 
bourhood F2, ~7 is locally-free, H~ generates/~, h~ = fi - 1 and H ~ (/~) = 0. 
Let B ~ F2 now be the bundle of frames of the direct image of ~with respect to ne~. 
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On the other hand let (~1 be the Quot scheme of rank 2 degree d - 1 quotients 
(9n-1~--* 0, and let Q~ denote the open subset of locally-free quotients with 
vanishing first cohomology such that Cn-1--* H~ is an isomorphism. Let 
E = Extl(xaC, ~) be the bundle of extensions I-La] where x~C is the skyscraper 
sheaf on the (reduced) point x~ with C as fibre. On X • E there is an exact sequence 
of sheaves fiat over E: 0 ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ xlC --* 0. Let W denote the total space of the 
vector bundle Hom(~x2,(92) on E. Finally let V -  V (8~)= Spec(S(~,))  be 
defined as in [EGA-I ,  (9.4.8)]. 
There is a smooth morphism B ~ V x EW. We need, therefore, to analyse the 
~ngularities of V. The map V • EW ~ Qv 1 is locally trivial, so clearly we can hold 
E fixed for this purpose. Lemma C.4 concludes the proof in this case. 
Step 3. We next consider the case when both r~l and zx~ are one-dimensional. The 
nontrivial case is when (8)x~ ~ ~ is not surjective at either point. (The other cases 
can be reduced to at most a combination of the two earlier ones.) We now imitate 
Step 2 and reduce the proof to Lemma C.6 below. [] 
Lemma C.4. Let ft, be a rank 2 locally-free sheaf on X, let x ~ X be a smooth point. 
Let E -- Extl(xC,/~) and consider the universal extension 0--* ff~--* E ~ ~C --* 0 on 
• E. Then the space V(Ex) (cf., [EGA-I, (9.4.8)]) is reduced, normal, Gorenstein, 
with rational singularities. 
Proof. Clearly we can replace )~ by an affine neighbourhood of x where/~ is trivial, 
and then by using Noether normalisation, by the affine line A a. We let w denote the 
affine co-ordinate, and identify E ~ C z. We have then natural co-ordinates (u~, u2) 
on E. 
Let E be the sheaf on A ~ • E defined by the exact sequence: 0 ~ (9 ~ (9 3 
E~ 0, the map (9~ (93 being hv--~(ulff, u2 h, - cob'). The inclusion (92 ._, (93 given 
by (f,g)~--~(f,g,0) induces an inclusion (92._., E. We have thus the diagram on 
U x E, the middle horizontal sequence ing split: 
0 0 
(9 (9 
0 ~ (92 ~ (93 ~ (9 ~ 0 
0 --* (92 -~ E ~ xC ~ 0 
0 0 
It is clear that E is the universal extension that we seek. (The map (9 ~ (9 is given by 
ff F---~ wh.) 
Restricitng to {x} x E we get 
0 ~ (9 .a_~(93 ~ Ex ~ O. (C.3) 
The map a is given by h ~--,h(ua, Uz) (and is therefore an injection.) This shows that 
V(Ex) is the subscheme of V((93) defined as follows. The scheme V((93) is the total 
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space of the dual bundle of (93; with respect to the natural co-ordinates 
(ul, u2, vl, rE, s) on V((9 3) the subscheme defined by the ideal (utvl + UzV2) is 
V(Ex). This is the product of the affine line with the cone over the nonsingular 
quadric surface in p3, and is easily seen to be reduced, normal and Gorenstein; also, 
it has a rational singularity at the vertex. [] 
Remark C.5. (a) ~ is not locally factorial. It is well-known that the cone over the 
nonsingular quadric in p3 is not factorial at the vertex, with class group equal to Z. 
(b) The canonical map c: Ex -~ (9 on V(Ex) is induced by the map (9 3 ~ (9, 
( fg ,  h)~--~ fvl + 9v2 + hs. 
(c) The locus of non-locally-free xtensions i given by the (non-Cartier) divisor 
defined by the ideal (ul, u2). 
(d) Let c be the map E~ ~ (9 on V(Ex) defined in (b) above, and let b be the map 
obtained by restricting the map E ~ xC. Consider the map Ex ~ (92 ~ Q, given by 
t~--~(c(t), b(t)). In the complement of the non-free locus this map is of rank one 
precisely when kerc = kerb = (92. This yields the equation vl = 0, v2 = 0. 
(e) ~f \~a,v  has codimension > 3 in ~f .  This follows from (c-d). 
Lemma C.6. Let E be a rank 2 locally-free sheaf on X, let (.for j = 1, 2) xj ~ 2~ be 
smooth points. Let E ' -  = ExtX(x ,C~C,  E) and consider the universal extension 
0 ~ E~ E -* x tC(~ ~C -~ 0 on X x E'. Then the space V(E~ @ E~) is normal, 
Gorenstein, with rational sinyularities. 
Proof Clear extension of the proof of Lemma C.4. [] 
We are now in a position to state 
Theorem X3. ~ is reduced, irreducible and normal, with rational singularities. 
Proof We use Lemma 4.18 and Proposition 4.19. These are all then immediate 
consequences of well-known properties of GIT quotients. The relevant result about 
rational singularities i that of [Bo]. [] 
The codimension one subschemes ~f  and ~-  in ~ are defined in w and also 
the subscheme ~/~jf of each ~f .  The following description of the varieties N i should 
be kept in mind; it follows easily from Proposition B.14: ~ consists of s-equiva- 
lence classes of GPS's such that the "associated graded" GPS has torsion at x2. 
Proposition C.7. (1) The ~Jj are reduced, irreducible, and normal. 
(2) The ~ are reduced, irreducible, and normal. 
-~s ^sn ~Sn~S~-  (3) The ~g', are smooth. We have ~U ~ ~ 1 2)  -- 0. 
s 9 . ^f  ^t  9 . ~ J  ~t .  (4) The closed orbtts m ~ j and ~ j are contained m N j ~ N j. 
Proof We will prove these claims forj  = 1. The proofs depend heavily on the local 
description of ovf obtained uring the proof of Proposition C.3. 
(1) We will give the proof of(l) in some detail. By definition ~{ is reduced. The 
divisor ~ L v is irreducible, hence so is its closure. Normality of ~j .  v is also clear 
(because, for example, it is a complete intersection and the singular set, ~x.v has 
codimension 2). It remains to prove normality of ~{ at points of ~{\~I ,F -  By 
semicontinuity, at such a point (E, Q), the map E~ ~ Q must be either zero or have 
one-dimensional image. 
(i) Suppose first that E is locally free at x~. Then it is not so at x2 and the local 
model of o~r at such a point is either as in Step 1 (if E~ ~ Q is surjective) or as in 
Step 2 (if E~ ~ Q has one-dimensional image.) of the proof of C.3. Note, however, 
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that the roles ofx~ and x2 are reversed vis-fi-vis that proof. In either case the inverse 
image of ~{ by the smooth map B ~ U'  (respectively, B ~ F2) is the pull-back, in 
turn, of ~ via the map B ~ W (respectively, B -~ V x EW) where W is the total 
space of the vector bundle Hom(~x, ,  (92) and/ )  c W is defined by the determi- 
nantal ideal. In either case we have normality. 
(ii) If E is not locally free at x l ,  Ex, ~ Q must have one-dimensional image, and 
there are again two cases to consider: (1) If E is locally free at x2 the local model is 
the divisor given by the ideal (x, y) in C [u, v, x, y] / (ux + vy) (C.5(d)). (2) I fE  is not 
locally free at x2 the local model is the product of the above with another normal 
variety. 
(2) We prove irreducibility. Consider the open subset of ~ where the torsion 
subsheaf hasdegree l; this set is easily seen to be dense. Such a sheaf E is necessarily 
of the form E 09 Cxl, with/~ generated by global sections. It is now straightforward 
to imitate the proof of [N,  Remark 5.5]. The other facts are proved as in (ii) above. 
The relevant result is C.5 (4 ) .  
(3) It is easily seen that ~(  is the set of (E, Q) such that the map Ex, ~ -~ is 
zero. E is therefore locally free at x l, and the map Ex2 --' ~ surjective. The local 
model is as in Step 1 if E is not locally free at x2. In any case it is clear that ~{ is 
smooth. The other statements have similar lproofs. 
(4) This follows from Proposit ion B.15. [] 
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